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Abstract

The Singapore government decided in J9H5 that making movies and turning the country into a
regional film centre was an ideal venture to help develop and sustain the country's economic
growth. The nation has about 3.7 million people, and although English is studied as the first
language. about half of the population (especially the older generation) are more well-versed in

their mother tongue, ie. Chinese. Malay or Tamil. Because ofthis disparity, it would appear that the
Singapore market doesn't have the critical mass to sustain a film industry unless the movies are

made for export.

Little has been written on the Singapore film industry- information pertaining to filmmaking in the
country in recent years has particularly been scarce (apart from some newspaper and magazine
articles and press releases)- a hint, perhaps, of the slow growth of the industry. This thesis gives an
insight into the significance history has played in producing the current filmmaking climate in
Singapore. By examining the country's rather dismal tilm track record from its early beginnings in
1

the early 20 h century, to a'l in-depth analysis of two of the more popular fu!l-length features made
in the last two years, I seek to articulate the importance of identity and nationalism in the quest for
a legitimate national cinema, and explore the reasons behind the economic and social need to
construct a viable film industry in Singapore. Lastly, examining the current social and economic
infrastructure of the country, and supported by interviews with veteran professionals from within
the film industry, I hope to make an ~nformed assessment on the possibility that

someday fulfi.l its dream of becoming "Hollywood of the East".

s:..gapore might
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INTRODUCTION

Many creators and promoters of national identity selectively draw on the past for legitimacy and
authority and seck to usc it for current determinations. Handl:!r ( 1988) makes the point that terms

such as ·•Jifeblood", "conscience", and "foundation" of a nation are used as metaphors to explore
the importance of history in the construction of nations.

Singapore's national identity is constituted on the basis of diverse races, various religions, and
multiple sedimentations of history. After the ..:ountry's separation from the Federation of Malaysia

due to political differences, much racial riots and social unrest occurred during 1965-67. The then
fledging government, People's Action Party (PAP), had to forge a new national identity among the

citizens by promoting economic survival only through concerted effort, and unifying the various
local ethnic and racial groups - with their specific languages, religions, ideologies, and cultural
practices - through government campaigns and media propaganda. As hardly anyone owned a
television at that time, the most efficient form of visual propaganda came via the cinema (Lent,
1990, p. 188-9).

The notion being constructed in Singapore works with dual discourses -

"modem" and

"democratic", with "tradition" and "history"- for practical purposes to support the legitimacy of
the government and increase their authority and promote their ideology, The political leaders regard

communication media as powerful instruments to be properly utilised and guided to play a role in
social and national development. They perceive the nation's communication pattern as a largely
one-way flow from the government to the citizens, with people at the media level serving a
gatekeeping function (Birch, 1993a, p.78). Furthermore, being a small, predominantly Chinese

2

nation surrounded by bigger countries of other races, topics such as cthnicity and communist
ideology arc considered sensitive arcns on which more restrictive mcusurcs will be imposed (Kuo
& Chen.\9SJ. p.99).

A national cinema has the great potential to shmv diffCrcnt. alternate representations of its country

(as opposed to government ideology and rosy national campaigns of a "happy, united community"),
and thus the medium's importance in constructing a more complete definition of "the nation"
cannot be sufliciently emphasised. Although the Singapore film industry requires necessary

creativity - as well as finances and facilities - to expand into a viable commodity. the challenge
local filmmakers face, is to strike a balance in their portrayal of themes (so as to be acceptable
within government nation-building objectives), while presenting at the same time realistic
expositions of the lives and existences of marginal societies within the nation.

3

Chapter One
SINGAPORE FILM INDUSTRY: THE NATIONAL DISCOURSE

Filmmaking is an intertext of the past and the present, of
form and content, of technology and the cultures of
technology, of political and economic powers, of codes and
cinematic representation - a complex where multiple layers
of economic, cultural, and social practices come together.
(Buck, 1992,p.ll6)

A historical backgroutJd

Cinema was first introduced to Singapore in July 1901, when the first film of Queen Victoria's
funeral was shown at the town hall to an exclusive audience. A year later, the general public
had their view of this new fonn of entertainment when a series of short film lets on European
scenes and sports were shown in a makeshift tent on the Padang, a popular sports field located
in the city centre. Although the visual quality was poor and there was no sound, the cinema
was such a novelty that masses flocked to the shows (Chen, 1996, p.288).

In 1904 the first cinema- the Paris Cinema- was built, and sound effects were generated by
special contraptions. Subsequently, other cinemas were set up, and silent films were imported
from Japan, Great Britain and the United States. This new form of media proved to be
extremely popular with the public: besides being vastly different from Chinese-style opera and
puppet shows- previously being the sole forms of 'media' entertainment- they were able to
experience the world around them for the first time; and especially, to ponder the cultural and
physical ideologies presented by the western world (Turnbull, 1977, p.ll6).

4

Noting the demand for films in Singapore, cinema organisations soon bcgar. to establish
themselves in the count1y. In the 1930s, Shaw Brothers (originally ffom Hong Kong) set up
their film company in Singapore, and in the same decade, Cathay Productions was also

founded. During the Japanese Occup<.,ticm from

1942~ 1945.

the companies were largely used as

production and distribution platforms for propaganda films, extolling the virtues of the
Japanese way of life and condemning the (western) foreigners. However, as anti-Japanese
sentiments were high, the films only drew small audiences (Chen, 1996, p.301).

The film industry revived soon aftei· the end of World War II. In 1951 there were thirty-nine
cinemas showing a variety of Britislt, American, Hong Kong and Chinese films. By 1960 the
number had increased to sixty-two cinemas and an annual attendance of 22,567,000 persons
(Yearbook of Statistics, 1967).

The film medium was also popular with the colonial government for publk relations purposes.
Documentary films about England and the Commonwealth were produced, but they lacked
mass appeal and catered mainly to the English educated. When the People's Action PartySingapore's first autonomous government after the country's initiation into nationhood status
(and still the ruling party)- took over in 1965, they also produced a few public relations films
which were shown in promotion of campaigns or exhibitions. The aim was to co-ordinate
messages sent to the public, keeping them infonned and persuaded to the government's point
of view, as well as secure domestic security and national cohesiveness (Chen, 1996, p.305).

In 1947, Shaw Brothers set up Malay Film Production Limited. Cathay merged with another
production house in 1953 to become Cathay-Keris. During a period spanning two decades,

5

twelve to sixteen Malay films were produced annually in these two studios. Although a
menagerie of stars was created, the companies did not manage to reap good rcturns 1• Chcah
( 1997b, p.55) attributes the studios' lack of success to competition with the introduction of
television; a more educated and choosy publk; aP. Indonesian film industry which was
developing at the same time; and the increasing popularity of Hollywood films in colour (as
compared to black-and-white, lower-quality features made in Singapore). Furthermore, there
were no concessions or financial incentives from the government to aid in the growth of local
filmmaking.

As a result, Malay Film Production closed in 1967 and Cathay-Keris followed three years later.
The demise of these two companies saw a major reduction in film production ("Reel life",
1995). In the 70s, the movie making industry was virtually dormant except for the efforts of an
independent producer, Sunny Lim, who made a few low budget spy-action movies. In 1977,
eight films were

p~oduced

by four local film companies, but the industry failed to make a real

comeback. Cheah (1997b) notes that it didn't seem realistic to compete with the popular,
flourishing film industries of Taiwan and Hong Kong.

Tile revival of tile industry
In 1985, interest in IO<:al filmmaking was rekindled during the recession. The Economic
Development Board (EDB) realised that becoming a film hub would bring about more skilled
labour, jobs, training opportunities, new techn0logies and increase tourism, thus diversifying
the economy and possibly maintaining long-term economic gmwth. It would also go hand-inhand with the country's promotion of Singapore as a regional centre for the arts (Tan and Soh,
1

For e}mmple, from 1953-58, Cathay-Keris made twenty-five movies and only three brought in profits, resulting
in losses of S$1.5m (a hefty amount in those times, especially for a small filmmaking industry). In the 60s,
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1994, p.l29-30).ln 1987, teams were sent by the EDB to regional film-making centres such as
Hong Kong and Taiwan to study censorship regulations and tax concessions there. Four years
later. the Ministry of Information and the Arts, headed by Brigadier-General George Yeo, also
set up a Creative Services Development Plan to advance the country's entertainment and arts
industry including film-making. Its main objectives arc: to promote the Singapore International
Film Festival to foreign filmmakers and distributors; offer attractive incentives to woo
filmmakers and film companies from overseas to set up production facilities in Singapore;
work with local tertiary institutions in establishing film courses; and offer scholarships and tax
incentives to encourage budding local filmmakers ("Plan", 1991 ).

For a short period, it appeared the industry was slowly, but surely, being resurrected. In 1990,
Movie Impact was set up in Singapore by a famous Hong Kong actor/director, Eric Tsang, who
filmed a movie in Singapore called The Last Blood (PG). Although the first movie to be made
by a Singapore-based company and marketed regionally, it resembled more of a typical Hong
Kong action thriller than a national production' (Koh, 1991 ). In 1991, a small milestone was
achieved when the Restricted (R) film r. :dSsification rating was introduced, allowing more
films to pass uncensored.

In the same year, Medium Rare (R) became the first full-length local movie to re made after a
dearth of more than two decades'- It was a story based on the real-life story of Adrim Lim, a
cult leader who in a bid to achieve immortality, raped and mutilated two children, and was later

although it cost S$120,000 to make a movie, ticket sales usually didn't cover half that amount.
2

The lead crew and cast were all Hong Kongers, and the dialogue was in Can10nese- Hong Kong's official
language- which later had to be dubbed into Mandarin for the Singapore and Taiwan audience.
3
See Appentlix II for data on all Singapore films made since 1991.
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hanged ("Reel Life", 1995). As producer Errol Pang intended to market the movie overseas,
the plot was divelgcd considerably from Lim's story to make it attractive to an

intemational audience. Furthermore, the essential crew members and lead actors were
forcigners 4 • As the real cult murders were deeply etched ;nto the nation's subconscious, local
audiences did not like the movie - they felt it had lost any essence of being a true Singapore
story

~and

they also complained of the grainy, poor-quality film stock, The film subsequently

performed badly at the box-office (Ghosh, 1992).

After Medium Rare's significant failure at the box-office, no one dared to risk making a."lother

film (Tan, interview, 1998). The industry was virtual1y donuant until three years later, when
Bugis Street (1994) hit the screens; Mee Pok Man followed in 1995. A year later, Army Daze, a
comedy about a mismatched group of army boys, was released in the cinemas and became the
highest grossing local movie to-date. Then in 1997, budding amateur Singaporean filmmakers
brought God Or Dog, 12 Storeys, and The Road Less Traveled to the local screens as well as
the 1Oth Singapore International Film Festival. In 1998, two new local movies have recently
been released in the cinemas: Forever Fever and Money No Enough have already transcended

Army Daze's box-office achievement and their success might possibly pave the way for future
national fi!manaking.

Film Censorship

Background
Film censorship was introduced in 1923, during colonial rule when the British government was
cautious about the possible adverse impact of the mass media

4

~

especially the spread of

US actor Dore Kraus was the lunatic killer and British actress Jamie Marsnall portrayed a foreign correspondent.
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comm1mist propaganda which might weaken the hegemony of the whites. lt was also essential
to ban movies that promoted the mingling of whites and other races, or flaunted 'immoral'
values such as (scanty) dressing and criminal activiticss (Lent, 1990, p.l86). A Board of Film
Censors (BFC) was !ater set up by 'chc British in 1953, but film censorship later caml! under the
jurisdicti0n of the Ministry of Home Affairs when Singapore achieved partial self-government
in 1959. In 1963, BFC was moved under the umbrella of the Ministry of Culture. Today, it is
part of the Ministry oflnformation and The Arts (MITA).

In 1991 the film and cinema industry were given a major boost following the implementation
of the classification system: General (G); Parent-Guidance (PG); No Children under 16 (NC16); and Restricted to I 8 and above (R), which meant more films could be shown under the
separate classifications. However, the R-rating was changed to RA (Restricted-Artisticl a year
later, after filmgoers (especially parents) complained that film distributors were saturating the
cinemas with low-grade, soft-porn movies 7 (Fernando, 1991). Cinemas located in residential
areas w-;re not allowed to screet. RA moYies- only theatres in the city were permitted. The age
limit of IS was brought up to 2I for the viewing of these films'.

s The official censer's office screened all films entering the Straits Settlement consisting of Malacca, Penang and
Singapore. In 1925, it prohibited 12% of all films from entering Singapore, and censored objectionable portions
from 90% of others (Lent, 1990, p.l87).
6
More on censorship and the inconsistency of this new classification rating will be mentioned in Chapter Two.
7
A survey commissioned by the Ce:-~sorship Review Committee in 1992 revealed a surprising finding- that by
large, Singaporeans were still rather conservative in their outlook and values in relation to censorship. 38% of
people asked for tougher censorship of sex and violent scenes, as compared to 22% who requested a relaxation in
the Jaws. The study also showed that a majority of the respondents found pre-marital sex, cohabitation, extramarital sex and homosexuality objectionable (Davie, 1992). It should be borne in mind that the survey was
conducted by the government- and there was no mention of the demographics of the respondents, such as age,
sex or occupation.
8
lt might be worth mentioning that young male adults are drafted into the army for compulsory national service.
The RA-rating was greeted with much criticism as many Singaporeans thought it ludicrous that an 18-year-o\d
would be considered old enough to die for his country, but not mature enough to watch an RA-rated movie with
explicit scenes (Soh, 1992). This complaint and the 1992 survey above would suggest that there was much
contradiction regarding the extent of censorship favoured by the viewers.
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Tile Process
BFC has the right to <.:ensor all films, videotapes and discs meant for ruhlic exhibition or
circulation, as well as related publicity materials such as posters and advertisements. It is also
empowered to vet scripts for all films produced in Singapore, and oversees the importation and
release of all films and other viewing paraphernalia (Singapore 1995, 1995, p.249). The Board

previews all films with these broad guidelines in mind: sex and nudity; violence; drugs;
criminal activity or gangsterism, language, religious and racial; and political. It looks at the
film's thematic content and the message it conveys according to the country's social nonns and

values and the government's objectives of nation building and national cohesiveness;
determining if certain explicit scenes are integral to the plot or are simply presented for
titillation' (ASEAN Committee on Culture and Information, 1993).

Although BFC exercises the power of censorship, the Films Appeals Committee (FAC) can

override its decision to ban or censor a film. FAC's nine members are appointed by MITA for
one year and represent a cross-section of Singapore's community, from grassroot leaders to
educationists, lawyers and religious leaders. However, before a film is submitted to the FAC, it
will first be reviewed by a consultative 56-member Films Advisory Panel (F AP)

which

consists of (among other professions) housewives and teachers, to help BFC decide if a film
should be passed without cuts (Tan and Soh, 1994, p.152).

According to government press releases, FAC and FAP "reflect not only conservative and
liberal elements but also the young and old" (Tan and Soh, 1994, p.l51). I would argue that

this statement seems rather erroneous- no organisation can truly hope to represent the views of

9

A certain amount of nudity and foreplay is allowed but not the (simulated) act of actual intercourse, as that
would count as pornography. See Appendix JII for more information on BFC's censorship criteria.
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the various cross-sections and marginal groups which exist in a nation, especially committees
which consist mostly of the mainstream elite. Film censorship can obviously be seen to be a

tedious process in the country, a regimented effOrt by the government to kc( 1i
unwanted influences of immorality or divisive issues

incompatibl~

.:-!:;

with Singapore's nation

building aims: to achieve this aim without being seen as being unnecessarily authoritarian, it
ropes in the support of parents and the more conservative (and 'moral') professionals.

Before starting research on this topic, I was of the impression that Singapore's stringent

censorship laws would pose a fundamental problem in creating a viable national film industry.
The success of Army Daze (1996), 12 Storeys (1997), Forever Fever (1998) and Money No

Enough (1998)- all PG-rated- would suggest that is not a substantial barrier to the production
of a quality national cinema. Furthermore, the government, to its credit, has not been arbitrary

with censorship- one substantial proof of its intent to relax film censorship (and boost local
industry) was God or Dog (1997), an RA-rated remake of the story of cult leader Adrian Lim
and his 'sex and gore' rituals (Khoo, interview, 1998).

The Singapore Internotional Film Festival
The Singapore International Film Festival (SIFF) celebrated its 10'" anniversary in 1997. When

it started more than a decade ago, the purpose was to provide a platform for Singapore cinemavirtually non-existent since the 1970s. Cheah (1997, p.SO) writes: "There was only the belief
that if you build it, they will come - the filmmakers, that is." The reputation of the Festival has
slowly grown throughout the years, and the number of local filmmakers submitting short films
to the event has also increasd. Bugis Street (1994) and Mee Pok Man (1995) were the first two
full-length features to be screened at S!FF respectively. In 1997 God Or Dog, The Road Less

II

lhm:lled and 12 Storeys were also submitted to the festival. Of the three, only /2 ,f..,'forey.\· -·a
dark pessimistic look at Singaporeans living in crowded

govcrnmcnt~subsidiscd

llousing

Development Board (HOB) flats- was critically acclaimed by both audience and international
programmers attending the event. Regardless, the movies marked, for the first time in twenty
years. Singaporean tilms which had tackled local themes, and rekindled hope that the film
induslry is making a comeback (Hiebert, 1997, p.68).

The National Discourse

Carefully packaged aspects of the material legacy of history form a central ingredient of
tourism and consumer society. It can serve a pragmatic goal in the form of producing national
films for marketing to both international and domestic markets for generating economic
revenue; indeed, that is often the critical reason behind a gover1i."Tlent's decision to set up a
film industry. However, films are not just a commercial business, they can also be understood
as works of art; form of mass entertainment; and they produce meanings. They are ?.bo cultural
practices, in which artistic, ente11ainment, industrial, technological, economic and political
dimensions are inextricably related (Dissanayake, 1992, p.l ). To discuss the production of
culture in Singapore cinema, we invariably need to first analyse national identity.

Nationalism arose from the trappings of modem capitalism and the emergence of the print
medium. Anderson (1983) points out that a nation is a social structure as well as artefacts of
imagination and collective sacrifice. National identities are fictional, utilised to bring on the
question of difference- how the uniqueness of one nation differs from the uniqueness of other
comparable nations. The boundaries of a nation are inscribed less by physical topography than
by history, culture, politics, ideology, ethnicity, religion, material forces, economic

12

organisation um1 social meas-iing: thl! notion of difference is thus central to the construction of a
national identity.

Vanaik (1992, p.45) suggests that national identities can be fostered through sovereign,

horizontal (social organisations) and bounded (identity) categories. They can be understood in
relation to continuity, unity in plurality, the authority of the past, and accommodation to the
present; with similar language, religion, shared values, culture an . , history to define that

identity and membership, spilling across temporal and spatial boundaries. He asserts that there
is no one common or conclusive feature which marks nationalism in different nations - it
might be any or all of the t3.ctors above. Singapore is comprised of groups which, despite
ethnic and racial diversity, are still imagined as a national community. Its members can never
get tc meet or k!10W most of their fellow members; yet an image of this national community is
created in the public sphere. Irrespective of the very real inequities and social exploitations that
exist in the

nation, the government promotes it as a deep comradeship, and it is the

identification of this comradeship that persuades people to risk their lives for their imagined
community.

It should be noted that all contemporary writing on the nation insists that any attempt to create
a fictional unity bears little relation to the experiences of individual citizens. Even within a
nation itself, its members live varied, different existences, affected by those very same factors

that delineate separate nations. Although the propagators of a given national idenlity would
like to present nationalism as a unified discourse, it in fact consists of a plurality of discourses.

Dissanayake ( 1992, p.l4) asserts that national identity is not a natural phenomenon - instead, it
is an artificial, ideological construct and a site of hegemonic struggle. This is where the

13

usefulness of a national cinema as a public talking-piece becomes crucial, and I will be
examining in later chapters. the various representations of national identity in film.

13

ChopterTwo
CONTEXTUALISING THE SINGAPORE FILM INIHISTRY

It is necessary to problematize the notion of
'national cinema' as a monolithic cultural apparatus
acting on behalf of a unified, homogeneous
population within a national boundary . . . . One
should be careful not to surrender the opportunities
for the film construction of cultural differences
by
a
national
cinema.
provided
(Moran, 1996, p.11)

The concept of national cinema has been of rising significance in film debates in recent
years; among these, there are two sets of arguments characteristically mobilised in defence of
a national cinema. The first of these is economic and lays stress upon the value of a national
film industry to the national economy in terms of the creation of jobs, attraction of overseas
investment, export earnings and general beneficial effects to the service and tourist industries
(Mcintyre, 1994).

At the opening ceremony of the fourth Singapore International film festival in 1991,
Brigadier-General George Yeo (Minister for Information and the Arts) asserted that the arts
in Singapore were dependent upon the economic success of Singapore: "For arts to flourish,
there must be a critical mass of creative activities and a long term economic basis for their
sustenance." ("Ca.!!", 1991). Although the case for support of Singapore cinema on 4 artistic'
and 4 Cultural' tenus are acknowledged by the government and constructed to l; an integral

14

part of the Singapore lifestyle, the approach taken by the Economic Development Board in

promoting the set up of a film industry appears chiefly to concern dollars and sense including the benefits Singapore films can perhaps achieve for the country's regional

standing, by 'advertising' the national culture and way of life to a wide audience overseas.

The creation of a Singapore film industry would thus be similar to strategies applied to any of
the country's other economic activities; the means to an end - a way to attract foreign
investment and boost tourism, with the 'culturally-e11riching' aspect taking second place to
economics. In this respect, culture is seen as a reward for material success and is all part of
the push to make Singapore the hub of the region. Going to the movies then, especially to a
locally-made movie, is constructed as one the of responsibilities of the loyal citizen in this
nation-building process.

With this first scenario, it should be noted that economic arguments regarding the value of a
national film industry do not necessarily guarantee a national cinema characterised by
national preoccupations (Mcintyre, 1994). It is possible to conceive of a Singapore film
industry, making films within the country and employing Singapore citizens, but not making

recognisable Singaporean films. One good example is God Or Dog (1997), a remake of local
cult leader Adrian Lim's ritual murders. The movie was given a stylistic treatment similar to

Hong Kong films so that it was almost indistinguishable from the latter product (the fact that
the director had worked in Hong Kong for many years would perhaps explain this).

15

Fiim nnd Nationalism

The second case fOr a national cmcma

IS

largely dcpcndcnt upon cultural arguments.

Andersen ( 1991. p.6) notes that nationalism can he dclim:d as the modern counterpart to

kinship. with its own symbolically distinctive forms. Although Singapore is comprisl:d of
different racial groups which r~flcct various religions and values.

nc common aim of

working towards national development, their common sncial values, and their similar
historical roots or colonisation heritage holds them together as a community. In the same
vein, the case for a national cinema can be argued as promoting a sense of 'nation' and

enhancing its cultural fabric, hence the importance of supporting indigenous filmmaking.

Anderson (1991) describes the importance of print capitalism in generating the idea of
nationhood, and observes that newspapers and novels were the most important forms in the
formation of national consciousness. In the modem world, cinema also becomes a significant
mode of communication and its role in conjuring up the 'imagined community' is enormous.
Harvey (1989) points out that it works to captnre the complex and dynamic relationship
between temporality and spatiality in a way that is not possible for other media: for example,
there is a frequent tension between nationhood and cultural identity (suc.h as racial and
religious differences) in almost all Asian countries, and cinema enables one to understand the
contours of this phenomenon more clearly. How a ruling government tells its unifying and
legitimising story to its citizens is exceedingly important in the establishment of nationhood
-and the big screen has and can occupy a central place in the endeavour.

16

Definitions of a National Cinem3
Hill ( 1992) observes of a national film industry that:

It is quite possible to conceive of a national cinema,
in the sense of one which works with or addresses
nationally specific materials, which is none the less
critical of inherited notions of national identity,
which does not assume the existence of a unique or
un~.:hanging 'national culture', and which is quite
capable of dealing with social divisions and
differences (p.l7).

He also suggests that a country's film history can be considered from certain stylistic or
thematic parameters, related to the country's culture and the general background of its film
production methods (Hil1,1994, p.S).

Conversely, Soila, Widding and Iversen (1998) argue that nationality in film implies a
relation to the topical and the specific of the culture, rather than from any singularly
demonstrable difference in stylistic measures between different countries' productions. They
assert that a country's national film is determined by the separate life values in relation to
other countries - in other words, to speak of a Singapore national cinema is a construction
which becomes specific (to that country) only in relation to other countries.

From the various arguments, one can see that the question of national cinema is complex and
contentious. On the one hand a national industry would have relatively clearly defined
economic boWidaries and methods of classification, producing films which may not
nec.essarily involve national themes or preoccupations, and which often includes financial
and labour participation from other countries. On the other hand, there is the cultural
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conception of what constitutes a national lilm. We

hav~.:

inherited a dominant com:cption of

what it is to be a nation, a collective consciousness about nationhood which has, in part, been
constructed by cultural referents, including cinema; however. lligson (1995) points out that
the achievement of this is often at the expense of representing the diversity of any nation:

'This imaginative process must be able to resolve the actual history of conflict and
negotiation in the experience of community. It must be able to hold in place- or specifically
to exclude- any number of other experiences of belonging" (p.6).

As I mentioned earlier, the concept of a nation is 'imagined' and therefore the image of
national unity is a 'false' one- cinema can be used to contribute to this fiction, but it can also
be used to show the differences within the nation. Quite often, national film cultures have
functioned as a counterbalance to the hegemony of the ideologies of the international
commercial film industries and (more significantly) local governments, constituting an
antithesis or alternative. The false homogeneity of a nation will crumble when filmmakers
seek to give expression to the hopes and experiences of the minorities; whether they are
ethnic, linguistic, religious, or class. Films dealing with the worlds of minorities serve to
open up a representational space from where the hegemonic discourse of the state can be
purposely challenged and the idea of cultural difference brought to fore.

Film as Cultuwe
Dissanyake (1992, p.4) suggests that cinema production can be considered as the fusion of

tangible resources that go into mal<i 11g films, the human effort required to transform these
resources into works of art and entertainment, as well as the manifold relationships tl1at are

IS

involved in the process. As one produces a lilm, one is also producing a whole web of social
relations around that commodity.

He also argues that cinema interprets culture. and that the content of a film attempts to show
the values, beliefs and social state of the culture in which it was made (Dissanayakc, 1992,
p. 7). In commercial cinema, cultural and commodity JJroduction arc integrated, generating in
the audience the wants, fears, and anxieties by which they are situated in a modern, capitalist
society. Members of society recognise (or more appropriately, misrecognise) themselves in
the way in which ideology places them, and willingly adhere to the subjectivities conferred
Gn them and to their participation in the activities of society.

Similarly, Staiger ( 1989, p.399) cautions that film is not merely a reflection of a pre-given,
present experience. It is frequently the hybrid of old cultural meanings; even the creation and
generator of new ones. Moreover, the filmmaker is not the sole agent of the production of
ideological practice. He or she is implicated in material and social conditions and imperatives

beyond his or her conscious control: technologies of production, the market, audiences,
political relations, and so forth. Similarly, a viewer's ideological consumption of films will
depend on a variety of factors - place of birth; gender; sexuality; race; class; education and
occupation. The making of films (by different filmmakers) and the subsequent seeing of it
(by different audiences) are thus interventions in the production of social meaning (Dennody

& Jacka, 1997).

I 'I

Film Policy: Censorship 1.1nd its Effects
1

The government has undertaken various strategies to promote.: and construct its modd of tlw

local film industry, and cracks arc gradually appearing in the scht:mcs. Th..:sc hcgin with the
tensions that arc inherent in a rather iror.ic situation where the Singapore population,
generally held to be the world's most avid movie-goers, arc watching films produced in
cultures which, in so many ways, appear to represent potential threats to a social fabric which
has been carefully constructed by a authoritarian government anxious to develop a people
driven by a culture of self-sacrificing nation building, and unwilling to let in 'undesirable'
elements which threaten the social framework of the country (Birch, l993a).

Censorship has always been a major feature of the media in Singapore. Before the film
classification system came about, anyone was allowed to watch movies screened in all local
cinemas. Material which were considered an incitement to violence, a breach of the peace, the
promotion of hostility between races, prejudicial to the national interest, public disorder or
national security would be censored: films would be screened with large gaps in them, or some
would never be shown at all (Birch, 1993). Prior to 1991, four out of every five overseas movie
companies that Singapore companies approached for fHrns to screen at festivals, would tum
down the request - they were worried that their Cieations would be indiscriminately censored.
The irony was, most of the films would probably not have encountered problems even under the

old system, but the uncertainty was enough to deter them (Tan, interview, 1998).

1

This is will be desctibed in detail in Chapter Three,

:w
Some films that got ce11sored
In 1979. American director Peter Bogdanovich shot a film in Singapore. Saint .luck was the story
of a good-hearted pimp - had shots of transvestites in the notorious Bugis Street and Chinese
gangsters complete with vulgar dialects. Although the movie also showcased some of
Singapore's memorable dcvelopments - wide pans of older buildings set against rising
skyscrapers - the authorities banned it when they realised that Bogdanovich had altered the
previously approved script (Cheah, 1997, p.56). The film only got screened locally for the first
time, at the 1997 Singapore International Film Festival (SIFF). In 1994, a Singapore short film
won Eric K.hoo the Best Din!ctor and Best Acl-

-.:ment awards at the SIFF. Pain was the story

of a young man who degenerates from masochism to murder, but because of its excessive
violence, the movie was banned in Singapore. In the same year, The Last Temptation of Christ
was banned because of its controversial religious content. The rape scene in The Accused was cut
because of the simulation of intercourse - Hiebert (1997, p.68) writes that the act invited much
censure from the viewers, as the thematic substance of the him was lost through that one cut.

Review of Censorship
In July I 991, after a major review of censorship, the new film classification system (G, PG, NC16, and R- which became RA a few months later) was introduced as a move to 'open up'
Singapore as an infonnation hub with a strong regional and global presence; but also to appease
an expanding population of well-traveled, educated and increasingly vocal middle class
("Censorship", 1991 ).
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An important point should be made here regarding inflmnation a:-: a limn of

~.:ontrol:

The

government realises that inli.lrmation is pmvcr -·· whoever controls its flow within the nation*
state, controls the

nation-stat~.~.

As Singaporeans become more cosmopolitan (and with tlu:

advance in electronic technology), they have ways to sc~.:urc information previously prohihih..:d

by the government. Instead of losing its hold on the flux of infOrmation going in and out of the
country, the government's main aim in liberalising censorship appears to be a new means in
which to maintain control cfthe state.

To further this argument, Tan and Soh (1994, p.158) write that under the Restricted-Artistic
{RA) rating, movies have to have "reasonably well-crafted plots" to be

screen~.:. .... ,

yet it is

interesting to note that BFC has no fixed standard measurement as to a film's thematic or artistic
merit2 • The fact that the rape scene in The Accused- the core theme of the whole movie- was
censored (even under the R.A-rating) shows the irony of the RA classification system as a gauge
for quality (but explicit) fi!ms: their artistic or aesthetic value do not seem to be the prime
criterion here. The process is fundamentally aimed at maintaining the social values and integrity
of the citizens, and secure long-term racial stability and public morality among the citizens of
varied rnultict· 1tural and multiracial backgrounds- vital elements in the government's nationbuilding mission. BFC simply acts as a government watchdog, censoring films it deems are
morally destructive or a threat to m&tional security.

Despite this, Tan (interview, 1998) asserts that the new rating system was an important factor
contributing to the immediate increase in both production activity and general exhibition activity

2

See Appendix III for BFC's broaC: censorship guidelines.
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in the repertoire of films screened in Singapore. Almost every foreign company consented to

having their films shown in the country, and fOreign films which were banned before 1991 could
be allowed screening ur.der the RA-rating. Local filmmakers could tackle more nitty-gritty
topics, and although certain issues are still considered sensitive if not taboo (such as

pornography, religious desecration, racism or homosexuality), there was overall more confidence
in the local film industry.

If the film industry does survive and flourish, there is the question of what kind of national
cinema it can be: If the government wants to promote an 'attractive' Singapore lifestyle to the
overseas market, censorship might still be a hurdle in producing different representations of
Singapore life, as some themes are still disallowed expression. Minister of Information and the
Arts, Brigadier-General George Yeo cautions:

We must do nothing to weaken the structure of the
family .... However we relax, we must maintain
certain minimum standards against pornography,
excessive violence, and themes which inflame
racial, religious hatred in Singapore. ("Censorship",
1991)

It should be noted though, that I 2 Storeys (1997) - a bleak and unkind portrayal of life in
government-subsidised Housing Development Board (HDB) flats 3

-

was screened both

locally and at film festivals around the world without government interference. This would
suggest that the government is at least tolerant of moderate criticism of the nation.

1

This film will be examined in detail in Chapter Four.
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Competition
Soila, Widding & Iversen ( 1998) suggest that a film can be considered national in a specific
sense if it has not, or to only a limited extent, been exportable to other countries. This means that

it is national in a basic sort of way: a culture that stays within itself, something which exists only
for that country. I would argue that this "strategy' is a luxury not beneficial to the fledging
Singapore film industry. If it is to survive against the myriad popular movies from Hollywood
and its Asia counterparts, it needs to be able to market its films to a transnational audience, as the
domestic market is simply too small to sustain the costly endeavour of filmmaking.

As most Singapore films made are predominantly in (a linguistic mix of) English, Mandarin and

Chinese dialects, Singapore is looking towards Asia with its huge Chinese market, which for
long decades has been under the domain of the Hong Kong (and to lesser extents, Taiwan and
China) film industry (Seow and Koh, 1989). Currently, local companies would rather invest in
Hong Kong or US films, as the chances of making a profit is so much higher. Financing local
films is still considered a

high~risk,

potentially low-return (or

no~return)

activity - the main

reason being the short track record of local films. Talents and film facilities in established film
industries of other countries are highly advanced, and serious filmmakers and movie companies
are not likely to want to give up the comfort of their pre-existing infrasuucture to work in
Singapore.

To woo them, the government provides special incentives, such as waivers of script censorship,
awarding of pioneer status, income tax waivers, and minimal red-tape to facilitate filming
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schedules' ("Tux", 1993). The reunification of Hong Kong and China (and the possible

reunification of Taiwan) has also seen some film companies shin their base to Singapore, and the
government is optimistic that the country will be able to do \Veil in the Chinese film business.
Moreover, Singapore's predominantly Chinese environment appeals to Hong Kong and Taiwan
film companies, while its modem infrastructure and communications network would ease the
transition (Scow and Koh, 1989). Finally, compared to countries such as Taiwan or Hong Kong,

Sin!Zapore is relatively safe from triad activities and extortion. Stricter copyright and anti-pirating
laws are also enforced in Singapore more than other regional countries (Koh, 1991).

Low Budget Competition
In a small country like Singapore, there seems to be no other alternative than to attempt the low
budr,et film-making route in order to reduce risk (particularly to private capital), increase
nwnbers of production and generate at least the possibility of (modest) profitability across a
slate of production. Compared with the medium-budget film (such as which Hong Kong can
afford) a much smaller proportion of budget would need to be raised from financial institutions
or private sources for a local film.

Mcintyre (1994, p.l06) suggests three elements to stimulating a low-budget mentality and
capacity. The imperative must be, whenever possible, to minimise financial risk (especially
when it is sponsored capital) and maximise the possibility of profit: (I) Courses, training,
seminars or infonnation should be provided about low-budget filmmaking, but balanced with a
good cultural slant for quality national films; (2) There needs to be a refined definition of profit

-·----4

The incentives are given on a case-by-case basis.
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and risk. While private in·vestors, bankers and financial institutions will want guaranteed
monetary return on film investment, !.hey must also take into account the value to their country
of supporting film productions and creating jobs; (3) It is important to note that

Jow~budgct

filmmaking is not just a financial imperative - it also has aesthetic potential. A film like 12
Storeys (1997), for example, was successful despite its cash constraints - and profitable
precisely because of its low budget.

The one defining character of low-budget filmmaking is that it dissolves the distinction between
commercial and cultural filmmaking. At the end of the day, the creation of a full-scale Hong
Kong-style commercial movie industry in Singapore is just not viable nor forseeable in the
short-to-medium tem1 (Lim, interview, 1998). A small scale, low-budget industry - using
inventive mixes of public and private fimmce - might subsequently tum out to be successful
(and sustainable). I would suggest another significant advantage of applying the low-budget
route: Developing skills and track records will attract government funding to build better
production facilities -with this will come the possibility of increasing the number of mediumbudget films that occasionally get made, and opportunities for increased co-productions :md
sponsorship.

Singapore's National Cinema- Art or Economics?
As I mentioned earlier in the chapter, Hill (1994) argues that it is quite possible to conceive
of a cinema which is nationally specific, without being either nationalist or attached to
homogenising myths of national identity: it would be sensitive to social differences
(ethnicity, class, gender, sexual orientation) within an identifiable national context, giving
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legitimate representations of the various marginal groups, and docs not assume the existence
of a unique or unchanging 'national culture'.

Elsaesser ( 1989, p.322) notes that although the employment of 'nationally specific' (but none

the less 'internationally recognisable') refl!rents in films is frequently of critical importance
to the marketing and international success of a national film, he cautions that at times, the
marketing of national specificity for international consumption is likely to encourage the usc
of the most conventional (stereotypical) or readily recognisable (general) markers of
nationality and national identity- hence, the images which are most readily exportable would
precisely be those which a more enquiring, encompassing national cinema would seek to
challenge. The implication is that often, the most interesting type of national cinema that its
citizens can identify with may not be the type which markets profitably overseas (Moran,
1996,p.l3).

Taking these observations in account, I would suggest that presently, Singapore needs a
delicate balance in its construction of a national cinema - it should approach more popular
themes of a 'universal' nature (which can travel), so as to secure profits and generate
revenue. With a good track record and a more established industry, local filmmakers will
have further opportunity to question and explore deeper the various and little known facets of

the country.
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Chapter Three
CREATING THE INFRASTIWCTUI!E

The creation of the modern Singapore tilm industry is a major undertaking which stands at
the end of a line of similar 'cultural industry' initiatives that the government has promoted
since the mid 1980s, not only in a bid to make Singapore a centre for arts in the region, but
also because

th~y

are economic growth areas which can help generate investment, jobs and

urban regeneration. However, progress in regards to the revival of local filmmaking has been
slow. Daisy Goh, Director of the Singapore Economic Development Board's (DDB) Creative
Business Programme says:
The general perception is that Singapore is
not a naturally film-producing country. Our
small population base means a limited supply
of creative cohort. Film financing is new, and
we have to build up comprehensive highquality technical supporting services, such as
post-film productions. (Ghosh, 1992)

The focus of this chapter is on the infrastructure of filmmaking rather than any cultural or
artistic concerns (although they do need to be brought together in any fully adeq"ate
consideration of the kind of industry that might be possible in Singapore). I will look at the
steps that have been taken to promote and encourage industry development, in particular,
examining the main areas of film production and distribution activity currently prevalent in
Singapore: voluntary. co-productions. commercial, subsidised and independent filmmaking.
exhibiting and distributing facilities. Finally, I will analyse problems the country still faces in
its attempt to generate a national film business, and debate the the industry's potential to be a
long-term source of revenue for the country.
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Voluntary
The Singapore Film Society (SFS) was established in 1947 by a group of film

enthusiast~.

An independent, non-profit organisation, SFS works closely with thl! National Arts Council,
the Economic Development Board, embassies and cinema operators to promote the
appreciation of cinema and film as a form of entertainment. \\'ith the incrco.sing activity of
film production in recent years, it has become an influential organisation and important link
between government agencies and filmmakers. Besides providing a screening platform and
(occasionally) resolvmg logistics and red tape issues (such as censorship) for the tilmmakcr,

it regularly campaigns with the government in the construction of new infrastructure.

SFS has screened many short films (and a few feature films) made by local filmmakers, and
continues to bring in good films from all over the world to showcase at international film

festivals held in Singapore 1• These events also have the important function of acting as a
medium of interaction between professionals from the local and intemational film industries,
as renovmed overseas filmmakers, film programmers and well-known critics from the
international film arena are invited.

Ironically, the one film festival SFS does not organise is th..: annual Singapore International

Film Festival (SIFF). As a non-profit organisation, SFS has restrictions on receiving
sponsorship from companies, while SIFF relies on precisely that source of finance to make it
the nation's largest annual film affair. As the government considers SIFF the most important
event in promoting Singapore's fledgling industry to the international arena, Film Festival (a
private-limited business enterprise) was specially incorporated in 1986 to source funding
from investors for this sole purpose.

1

Some of the events include the British, Italian and N:nwegian Film Festivals.
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Government Aid in the Film Business

lllternationtll film festivals
For a film industry to be commercially successful, it is imperative for filmmakers to be able

to showcase their crcutions at platforms and fora outside the domestic market. According to
Kenneth Tan2 (interview, 1998), although local cinemas and festivals arc a good stepping
stone for a filmmaker's portfolio, it is vital that the films arc acquired for ovcrst:as
distribution, and this is usually achieved at international festivals and fairs, where films can
be seen by movie distributors from around the world.

Director Eric Khoo is a prime example of the importance of the Singapore International Film
Festival in enabling local films to be distributed overseas. He submitted his first short film,

Barbie Digs Joe- a story about plastic love, using stop-motion photography with GI Joe and
Barbie doll - to a video competition in 1989. It won almost all the awards, and was later
screened at the 1989 SIFF (albeit not in competition), where a programmer from the Hawaii
Film Festival bought it for screening.

That >arne year, SIFF created a Short Film Competition (SFC) section, and Khoo submitted
his first competition short film in 1990. August won the Best Film award and subsequently

screened in Japbll and Europe. Throughout the years, Khoo continued to submit films to the
SFC segment: besides establishing himself as a competent filmmaker, he managed to sell a
few of his other films to international film festivals. His 1994 short film, Pain, featured in a

number of international film festivals, including screenings in RotterddlTI, Toronto,
Vancouver, Calcutta, San Francisco, Brussels and Hong Kong. The movie also won him the
Best Director award and a Special Achievement award at the 1994 SIFF (Khoo, Feb 1998).

2

Chainnan of the Singapore Film Society as well as the national Arts Resource Panel (ARP) for film.
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The latter award was a sponsorship from Singapore film production facilities allowing him to

make a short tilm. However, he convinced them to increase the sponsorship money for the
creation of a full length feature, and Nlee Pok Man finally premiered in SIFF in 1995. The
film was subsequently invited to screen at more than forty film festivals, including
prestigious events such as Moscow, Berlin and Cannes (Khoo, interview, 1998).

Other Singapore films have also benefited from participation at film fairs: Bugis Street (1994)

was sold for distribution in the US after a film programmer saw its screening at that year's
SlFF; 12 Storeys (1997) - another Eric Khoo movie - won the Crittcs Prize and the Young
Cinema Award at the SIFF, and was also screened at the Cannes Film Festival where it was
picked up for commercial release in France.

Film as a11 official arts institution
1997 was a particularly significant year for the film industry, as the government stepped up
its efforts to promote local production. Historically, the National Arts Council (NAC) had
only officially recognised and promoted dance, fine arts and drama as art fonns: the annual
Singapore Festival of Arts event only had a relatively small Film Section managed by the
Singapore Film Society (Tan, interview, 1998). However, L1 March 1997, NAC formalised
the inclusion of film as an art, which led to the creation of an Arts Resource Panel 3 (ARP) for
film. Besides one NAC member representation (so as to keep the link with the government),
included on the Panel were the Chairman Kenneth Tan (also SFS Chairman), Eric Khoo
(film director who made Mee Pok Man and 12 Storeys), and Phillip Cheuh (well-known local
author and screenwriter).

3

A promotion board established for every officially recognised art fonn, made up essentially of artists and
practitioners from that particular field, and which provides policy direction in relation to that area.
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Creating the j01mdation
In filmmaking. finding money needed to make movies poses a big hurdle. One avenue that
filmmakers have is to tum to SFS or the SIFF for a Ji!lt of' potential sponsors, and then try to
convince the latter to finance their lilrns - a rather tedious approach which cxpcnds precious
time and yields uncertain results, the reason simply being that most companies arc out to
make profits, and local films usually do not achieve big numbers at the: box-office (Hiebert,
1997, p.68). By the same token, banks and finance companies arc not inclined to risk lending
a huge sum to local filmmakers.

NAC was requested by the ARP to provide a sum of money which could directly be utilised
for filmmaking. Concluding that the plan was not feasible as there could only be limited
sponsorship; NAC instead agreed to finance film training by awarding bursaries and
scholarships to further film studies overseas.

With the possible exception of Ngee Ann Polytechnic (which offers a specialised three-year
Film, Sound and Video Diploma Course), film curricula in other local institutions do not
focus on the production side of film: National University of Singapore has a Bachelor of Arts
course in which Film Studies is just one of many arts-major areas; while National
Technological University's Bachelor Degree in Mass Communication contains only Film
History and Film Aesthetics among its other (non-film) units. More significantly. there is no
film academic curricula at postgraduate level at any of the tertiary institutions.

The present pool of skilled film personnel is inadequate to sustain a viable film industry most filmmakers have to produce television programmes and commercials to augment
income. The pioneer batch of forty Ngee Ann Polytechnic film students that graduated in
1995 were offered jobs with production houses and filmmakers before they had even
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graduated. Demand is huge- one student was offered S$7000 a month - an astonishing sum

considering that a fresh Diploma graduate's salary is usually between S$1400-S$1800 (Gob,
interview, 1997).

Singapore's Economic Development Board, observing the need for people trained in

production, offered Ngee Ann Polytechnic S$7 million to build state-of-the-art digital editing
and post-production facilities, so as to be able to increase their intake of film students ("Ngee
Ann", 1993). The institution currently has more than a hundred students training with some

of the most advanced film equipment in the country (Gob, interview, 1998).

Similarly, NAC realised that expanding the talent pool would be a practical long-tenn
solution to developing the industry and offered, in 1997, its first two Masters of Film
scholarships: Sandi Tan (a former well-known entertainment reporter from the Singapore
newspaper Tile Straits Times) went to University of Columbia, New York; and Geraldine

Kok was sent to Yale University, London. Furthermore, NAC invited students who were
interested in studying film-making in Singapore to apply for a bursary, setting aside S$38,000
for this purpose ("National", 1997).

In 1998, the Ministry oflnfonnation and the Arts (MITA) announced that a film commission
would be set up for the purpose of financing and promoting local films for company
sponsorship, as well as expediting pennits for overseas movie-makers who wanted to film in
Singapore- usually a lengthy, bureaucratic process ("New Commission", 1998). It would be
managed by a committee consisting of people from the industry': production, distribution,
and exhibition professionals, NAC, as well as other organisations with an interest in

4

Among other influential film industry leaders, David Glass, President of Golden Village- Singapore's largest
chain of market-leader multi-cineplexes -has agreed to be part of the management team (Khoo, interview,
1998).
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filmmaking ("New Commission", 1998). In this film commission, a funding mechanism
would be set up nnd run like a unit trust or equity fund: banks, individuals, companies (and
other investors who do not necessarily have u direct knowledge in lilmmaking) would bc
able to invest money into this fund. There would be a specified investment period as wdl as
a flat rate of return at the end of the term. Tan (interview, 1998) affirms that the trust fund
should be established by the end of 1998, and sees that as the medium-to-long-term solution
for solving the basic issue of financial support for the making of local films.

Independent Filmmaking and Commercial Distribution
Theoretically, with financial resources or the right connections, local filmmakers can release
their own films in cinemas and expect to be paid a percentage of the box office collection
(Lim, interview, 1998), In reality, this method poses great difficulty to an independent
filmmaker, especially in regards to exhibition outside the domestic market. Usually. the only
way for the film to travel is if it is picked up by an international film distribution company.

Multinational corporations such as Cathay Organisation or Golden Village (GV) - two of
Singapore's largest cinema operators, movie production houses, distributors and exhibitorscontribute an important function in this instance. With footholds in Malaysia, Thailand,
Korea, Taiwan and China (and still expanding), a film under GV's distribution has the
potential to be shown to a large transnational audience.

In 1997, all the three local films made- The Road Less Traveled, God Or Dog and 12Storeys- were bought by GV for distribution. Usually, local filmmakers would seek help
from the Singapore Film Society to get their completed film approved by GV for
distribution. Primarily cinema operators and film exhibitors/distributors in Singapore, GV
was not usually involved in production activity (although they did make movies in Australia
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and the United States). However, in the case of The Road Less Traveled (1997), GV- for the

tirst time -bought the film on the basis of its script before it was completed.

Co·Productions and Commercial Filmmaking

Although local businessmen understand that funding films is risky, some are still willing to
take the chance, especially if the films are co-productions, with good distribution channels
and using better-known actors. For example, Paradise Road ( 1998) starring Meryl Slreep did
fairly well on US and Australian movie screens and had a decent run in Singapore. The

movie might not be classed as a bona fide national film, having utilised international talent
and shot in part in Malaysia; but as a major amount of the budget was invested by YTC

Corporation (a Singapore company), Singapore stood to benefit financially - a filmmaking

activity well in line with the government's revenue-generating considerations (Tan,
interview, 1998).

One of the drawbacks filmmakers traditionally encounter has been the high cost of renting
production facilities. However in recent years, partly due to the government's promotion of
the vision of a viable film industry - and in an attempt to generate a sense of solidarity for
long-term presumed mutual benefit - a close cooperation has sprung up betw\!en filmmakers,
producers, cinema exhibitors and distributors (Goh, interview, 1997). The Road Less

Traveled (1997) and Money No Enough (1998) had their production and post-production
done at virtually cost price at JSP Productions, one of the biggest production companies in
Singapore. When director Lim Suat Yen was working on The Road Less Traveled (1997),
people from Cathay Organisation, post-production houses and others from the industry would
visit the set, simply to give emotional support (Lim, interview, 1998).
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Cinema Operators
Film producers and distributors such as GV have grcutly shaped the development of the
industry. With their existence, film exhibition has undergone a great transformation in
Singapore. The country has long been among the world's most avid filmgocrs in terms of per
capita consumption (Wong, 1990), but in the late 70s and early 80s the film industry was

badly hit by video competition and lack of strict enforcement in copyright laws, Movies were
out on pirated videos six months before they were released in the cinemas. The industry
thought that the exhibition trade was permanently in decline 5 (Tan and Soh, 1994, p.l40).
However, in 1987 the Copyright Act was tightened which helped salvage the business.

At that time, the nwnber of cinemas also meant the same number of buildings - there were
no multiplexes. Then in the early 1990s, existing movie exhibitors such as Shaw and Cathay
converted their cinemas into duplexes, In 1992, Golden Village entered the local market and
became the first company to custom-build cineplexes with multiple halls a.JJd screens, Soh
(1993) suggests that the film industry has benefited from the multiplexes' streamlining and

optimising of resources. For example, with ten screens in one location, the exhibitor would
need only one set of staff and ticket sellers, and one pool of cinema ma.·mgers.

The consumer also has a wider variety of choice: Singapore's biggest cinema, Capitol, used
to have 1668 seats - a huge auditorium. Unless they managed to sell all the seats, it was a
waste of resources. A multiplex might have 1500 seats spread across six halls. The exhibitors
can release a popular film to 1500 people by screening it simultaneously in all six cineplexes.
Otherwise, they could simply screen the movie in the largest hall, and other less popular
movies in smaller halls- a better utilisation of capacity.
5

Although there were seventy-two cinemas in 1978, just forty-one were left five years later. Some cinemas
opened and closed in two years {Tan and Soh, 1994, p.141).
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I woul.t rugue a downside to the construction of multiplexes: prior to their existence in
Singapore, attending

th~.:

cinemas would be an exciting event, as a large number of Jilm-gocrs

could watch on<= movie together on a giant screen. Now, with the proliferation of smaller
halls and smaller screens. film exhibition space has diminished - and with it, a Joss of
experience. Economics would thus appear to take priority over the film-goer's sense of

enjoyment.

Despite the fact that the price of cinema tickets has more than doubled since 1991, there has
been a major growth in audience numbers, and cinema operators continue to expand their

operations, building "more and better equipped" multiplex cinemas6 ("Singapore a paradise",
1993). Competition is fierce and companies have to consolidate to secure business and film

distribution rights.

In 1993, Cathay Organisation and Golden Village linked up to co-operate on film distribution
and cinema management in Singapore. In 1994, Eng Wah Organisation went public with the
aim of building more cinemas and upgrading existing ones into cineplexes. It also worked
with Shaw Organisation on a joint venture to lease and operate cineplexes. Together, they

created a new company called Shaw Theatres which invested S$80 million to develop
Singapore's largest cinema-entertainment complex in Suntec City (currently Singapore's

largest shopping complex). In 1995, United Artists Theatre Circuit, one of the largest cinema
operators in the world, opened a three-screen cineplex at Bugis Junction shopping complex

(Choo, interview, 1997).

6

In 1987 there were forty-one cinemas operating in Singapore with a total seating capacity of 48,000 and an
annual attendance of 19,762,000. In 1991 the number of cinemas had grown to fifty-five, with annual attendance
of20,655,000. Forty-six new screens were built in Ifl92 alone, and in 1994 the figures were !15 cinemas,
64,000 seats and annual attendance of29,000,000 (Yearbook of Statistics 1995, 1995).
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Screeuir~g

local film\'

Before the construction of cincplcx.cs, cinemas and distribution channels were limited and
the chances that a local, indcptmdcnt filmmaker could

scrc~:n

his film at the Harne time as a

popular Hollywood or Hong Kong movie were virtually nil - cinema opcratrm; had to
maximise profit and till capacity. Now, with the proliferation of screens and the rejuvenation
of the cinema business, exihibitors arc more willing to be flexible and experimental with the
films they show (Choo, interview, 1997).

Major cinema operators such as Golden Village lhe11, while attempting to satisfy their
commercial objectives, also work closely with the arts and culture industry people. In fact,
most international films the Singapore Film Society brings in are screened at GV cineplexes
at Marina Square, a busy city shopping district in Singapore (Tan, interview, 1998).

Other Infrastructure
As highlighted above, there is a push for developing Singapore as a centre for the regional
film industry and the construction of a S$70 million Tang Dynasty Chinese Theme Village

was one of the government initiatives to achieve that goal (Dhaliwal, 1991 ). Opened in
January 1992, the theme park functions as a major set (with three studios) for both television

and film production7• ln the same year, an Association of Singapore Film and Video
producers was also established to create closer ties and cooperation within the industry (Goh,
1991). Furthennore, Hong Kong's Cineasia Entertainment Group plans to <:stablish additional
production infrastructure in Singapore (partly funded by the government) (Yeo, interview,
1997).

7

So far, Mandarin Films (a Hong Kong company) has shot four Chinese films there- All's Well Ends Well//
Laughter of Water Margin (1996), and Satin Steel (1997) (Choo, interview, 1998).

(1995),/n.>~nity (1996),

-----------
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Problems of Development

Developing a national film industry is never simply a case of persuading corporate financiers
of a real, immediate business opportunity. They know the high risks, and Singapore has not
had the satisfactory track record it takes to convince most companies to dispense large
amounts of money it takes to make even a low-budget feature film (no matter how patriotic
they might be), ar:td therefore local filmmakers still have to struggle to finance their projects~
(Montagu, 1964, p.193). lfthe new film commission trust fund is indeed set up as proposed, a
potentially substantial amount could then come from public money, such as from NAC or
EDB. The scheme would also shift the balance of risk and increase the possibility of securing
private and corporate investment.

There are few benefits accruing to filmmaking in Singapore. While the government provides
tax incentives for overseas filmmakers - because so few films are shot locally -this is offset

by lack of affordable or sufficient production facilities (such as editing studios). Almost every
local film made to-date has had to rent overseas facilities for post-production or sound
effects. Khoo did all his negative cuts in Australia as there are no trained professionals for
this particular craft in Singapore, while Dolby Sound for A Road Less Traveled was achieved
in Thailand. Moreover, there is a shortage of experienced production personnel-12 Storey's
debut at the SIFF was delayed when the company hired to work the soundtrack backed out at
the last minute (Khoo, interview, 1998). Talent is scarce too as there are few good television
actors who can switch over to movies comfortably. If overseas filmmakers are looking for
affordable places with great shooting locations they might, for the immediate future, think
about neighbouring countries in Asia, such as Indonesia or Thailand.

8

To make A Road Less Traveled, Lim (interview, 1998) had to borrow S$31 0,000 from friends, relatives and
banks.

/

,,._
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The competitive advuntagc of the l-Ion£ Kong film industry is so overwhelming that
dominant influence of the Singapore lilm industry will not emerge in the region simply by the
elimination of a few bureaucratic impcdimcnts9 and the construction of some fundamental
tilrn structures to allow local filmmaking to tlourish ("Film industry", 1993). /\!though the
government has taken steps to provide a growing pool of students with film training filr the
long-term sustenance of the indliStry, the question still exists as to whether there currently
exists the talent and skills to build that industry. An Australian processing company, Atlab
Film Processing set up a S$4 million production laboratory in 1992, but it pulled out a year
later citing a lack of work as the reason (Tan and Soh, 1994, p.l39)- an affirmation that the

country needs a critical mass of talent before industry can thrive 10 •

For Singapore to succeed, infrastructure must began from the inside - and work its way out.
Lim (interview, 1998) recalls a well-documented incident in the film industry when a wellknown Hong Kong company, Best Friends Limited, moved to Singapore in 1991. It shifted

back shortly after realising that Singapore did not have the relevant foundation and

production system then to create good, technologically-superior films such as they were used
to in Hong Kong.

This time round however, there is increased government assistance; a more liberal censorship
system; a (soon to be established) practical funding mechanism; comparatively improved

production and distribution facilities; and more local filmmakers willing to take the risk .. Tan
(interview, I 998) predicts there should be no fewer than ten local films made 1nnually by the

tum of the century.

9

Brigadier·General George Yeo, the Minister for Infonnation and the Arts, £ays that the government will review
regulations to help the culture and entertainment industry grow, and act on rules that may be in the way.
10
The full·length feature film A Road Less Traveled (1997) was accomplished by the Ngee Ann Polytechnic
pioneer batch of film students. To Tan (interview, 1998), that proves the skill and potential of locally·trained
filmmakers.
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Chapter Four
IMAGES OF LIGHT AND I>ARK:
PLURALITIES OF EXPRESSION IN NATIONAL FILM

At the national level, we sec how a unity has been

imposed on competing languages, religions,
ideologies. and cultural practices. The elite will seek to
display national identity as a representation of
consensual unity, while those who are being
marginalised and silenced in the process will, no
doubt, have their own alternative versions.
(Dissanayake, 1992, p.l5)

In recent years, a number of things have altered in the worlds of the Singapore film and cinema

industry, making the prospects for a sustained national film business seem brighter than they
have been at any time since the 1970s. There is real promise for a full revival in Singapore film,
in the existence of better structures of production and possibilities of finance. While my thesis is
concerned with finance and legislation (enumerated in other chapters), artistic/cultural questions
are clearly relevant to any discussion of a national cinema.

This chapter will take a look at some of the feature films that were made since the government's
initiative to revive the industry in 1990: Bugis Street (1994), Mee Pok Man (1995), Army Daze
(1996), The Road Less Traveled (1997) and 12 Storeys (1997). Due to space constraints, I can
only focus on two of the more popular movies (Army Daze and 12 Storeys), but I wish to show
that these national films, with their own distinct styles of representation, articulate in different
ways a sense of what it means to belong to the nation, to be part of that national consciousness
in the Singaporean context- images often in contention with the government's rosy picture of
nationhood.
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Contradictions in the Production of National Identity
One criticism which can be leveled against the concept of nationalism is that it often seeks to
create the nation through a historicully frozen and 'authentic' conception of identity, and an
imaginary sense of unity-· but fails to take into account the variety of collective

idcntiti~:s

and

forms of belonging (such as class, gender, cthnicity) which exist within the community.
Chomsky (1989) recognises, "the fact that the voice of the people is heard in democratic

societies is considered a problem to be overcome by ensuring that the public voice speaks the
right words" (p.19). Despite the apparent positioning of Singapore as an 'open' society in recent

years, it is still governed by a party which, for most parts, expects a singic conforming view
(Birch, 1993, p.52).

Foucault (cited in Schlesinger, 1990, p.78) talked about this as the 'power of nomalisation':
what is essential for the maintenance of power within a discourse of nomalisation is not the
creative production of new meanings, but the reproduction of the existing order as the legitimate
culture imposing an "orthodoxy of interpretation upon cultural products or attitudes'.
Singaporeans can no longer be treated as uneducated children requiring paternal guidance and
control, a system which had operated for years under Lee Kuan Yew. A newer strategy of
control was required, and for the most part, this has rested upon •Asianising' Singapore (and
commending its good social values such as filial piety), while 'Othering' the West and
denigrating its 'increasingly decadent' ways, so that its citizens can

self~reflexively

assert

themselves in a rapidly modernising/liberalising world, but in fact be subtly controlled by that
very' Asian' nature. George Yeo (1994), Minister for Infonnation and the Arts (MITA) says:
We must find ways to preserve our values and transmit them
to subsequent generations. Without the right social values, we
could not have made economic progress in the first place. If
we lose these social values, we will surely go into decline. I
am not saying that our own values should be static and not
evolve, but we should not blindly follow the way many
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western societies arc going... Eastern societies have moved
towards the centre while many Western societies arc veering
off to the other extreme. (p.l 05)

A highly regulated democracy, the mass media in Singapore is thus often used for what Hao
( !996, p.l12) terms '"development journalism" - as a government apparatus to promote nationbuilding ideology. A national cinema is useful in that it can repudiate that hegemonic illusion of
national unity and cohesiveness and show alternative views of nationhood.

Broadly speaking, one can divide films into three categories: popular, artistic and experimental.
Mcintyre (1994) suggests that, besides being commercial by nature, popular mainstream cinema
often reinforces and strengthens the hegemony of the nation-state in diverse ways, maintaining
the fa9ade of a totalising and consensual nationhood at the cost of repressing and silencing the
dispossessed. The power-wielders in any society strive to enhance their base by making use of
all available media of communication at their disposal, and Him is one of them. Many
filmmakers willingly participate in this effort to reinforce the dominant idea of an essentialised
and unitary nation-state.

However, analysing a film such as Army Daze, I will argue that commercial movies can (and
are) used to challenge dominant ideology. Although they are designed to appeal to more viewers
so as to secure maximum profit, filmmakers - through the utilisation of techniques such as
humour, parody or satire - can offer alternative messages to the viewers. Unlike art and
experimental movies which explicitly oppose dominant ideology, popular movies tend to
employ a subtle approach. In fact, it might be legitimate to think that they are the best ways to
offer alternate visions of the nation, as these films reach a much larger (and more receptive)
audience than art movies.
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The artistic f11mmakcr seeks to explore, through aesthetic treatment, fi11.:cts of indigenous
experiences. These lilms

an~

designated

<IS

high art und get shown at international film festivals.

I suggest that this genre docs not totally abandon economic imperatives···· Eric Khoo's Mee Pok
1\/an and /2 ,\'Iorey.\· arc arthnusc movies that also managed to profit at the comm~.:rcial box-

office. Finally. the experimental film

directors~

much smaller in numbers and much less visible

on the film scene- arc committed to the construction of a counter cinema where opposition of
dominant establishment is approached using innovative cinematic techniques (Dissanayakc,

1992, p.8).

National cinema endeavours to be. critical of the nation-state and its diverse social, political,
cultural institutions and discourses. Often, the films seek counter-narrations and - to different
extents- aim to de-stabilise the ideological strategies by means of which imagined communities
are given essentialist (national) identities. They serve to highlight the ambivalent unities,
marginalised voices. and oppositional discourses that inhabit the national space. In this way,
national films constitute a corrective of sorts, a way of asserting not only the individual
members of a nation, but joint members as an alternative, however peripheral, in relation to

hegemonic mainstream films (Soila, Widding & lversen, 1998, p.4).

Singapore Films and the Marginalised Voices 1

In 1994, Hong Kong director Yang "Yon Fan" Man Shih made Bugis Street (RA), a film about
an innocent 16-year-old Malaysian maid working in a sleazy hotel. Bugis Street takes a look at
the lives of transvestites in the 1970s - a scandalous subcult,Jre in which the government has
traditionally tried to conceal - and includes numerous graphic heterosexual and transsexual sex
scenes.

1

See APPENDIX Il for a data sheet on all Singapore films made since 1991,
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Mee Pok Man (RA) came out in 1995 and had the dual distinction of being the lirsl locul movie
to make a profit, as well as having nn

ali~~Hngaporcan

cast and crew (which inspired other local

lilmmakcrs to follow suit in later movies) ("Reel life", 1995, p.40). Directed by hie Khoo, this

art film reveals the city's seedy underside in the shadow of its bustling marble office towers,
painting a sordid, realistic view of Singapore with an obsessive preoccupation on money, sex
and fame- an image startlingly different from the usual sterile, modern, repressive depiction of
Singapore. Cinema-goers were also touched by the sad story of an intellectually-challenged
noodle seller who falls in love with a weary prostitute who frequents his stall; hence the film
performed reasonably well at the box-office ("Reel life", 1995, p.40).

In late 1996, a much touted "true-blue Singaporean film, made by Singaporeans for
Singaporeans" materialised in the form of Army Daze (PG), a comedy about a mixed-racial
group of army recruits. The movie's advertising slogan apparently worked, making it
Singapore's lArgest local commercial success at that time. Moreover, like the rite of passage that
is compulsory NS (National Service) for male Singaporeans, Army Daze 'Nas considered a rite
of passage for the Singapore film industry (Rodrigues, 1996, p.l5): besides being the country's
first mainstream comedy feature, it also signaled a return of film distributor/ exhibitor Cathay
Organisation to local movie production since the 1970s.

The plot: Five young men from various backgrounds (Chinese, Malay, Indian, Eurasian)
stumble through military obstacle courses on their way to manhood. There is Malcolm, the wellbred, overweight nerd and sheltered mother's boy; Ah Beng the boor ('Ah Beng' is incidentally
a local euphemism meaning a crass, unrefined Chinese guy with bad dress sense); Ah Huay, Ah
Beng's sister ('Ah Huay' is the local euphemism for the female counte1part of 'Ah Beng');
Johari the 'cool' Malay teenager who walks with the gait of Black-American rappers and who is

--.
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never without his giant headphones; Kenny the effeminate, Jlamboyant, creative gay; and
Krishna nnd Luthi. archetypal versions of lovers seen in Tamil movies (Rodrigues, 1996, p.l617).

Army Da=e offers no fast action, stunts or high-tech special effects. Add to that, a modest

production budget of S$700,000 (about A$630,000), a working crew of mostly inexperienced

tilm students. and a director (Ong Kcng Sen) and scriptwriter (Michael Chiang) who (until then)
only had a background in theatre. Yet it became a huge local success, reaping

profit~

of S$1.6

million at the box office (Hiebert, 1997, p.69). According to Chiang, Army Daze has the
elements of familiarity and humour, and therein lies its strength 2. He suggests that a tried-andtested theme often holds greater appeal than the new, if only because audiences are more
accepting of the (happily) expected:

Because NS is an instantly recognisable Singaporean
phenomenon, people want to see how these five boys
cope, or see a little bit of themselves, their boyfriends
or brothers in the characters, never mind that they
know how the story will tum out. (Chiang, interview,
1997)

Moreover, Army Daze, being a light, funny fonnulaic flick, was the least risky way for Cathay
Film Organisation to re-enter a field it had been out of touch with. The CEO of Cathay, Choo
Meileen says:

Art-house movies were not, and still are not, a
privilege we can afford. To break in (to the movie
market), we had to go commerciaL Army Daze was
ideal because it had all the right ingredients: light,
funny, and close to the Singaporean's heart. The theme
has timeless local appeal. (interview, 1997)

2

In its original incarnation, Army Daze the book (published in 1985) was a huge local bestseller, and its stage
version (both by Michael Chiang) met with rousing success in three pcrfonnances of 1987, 1990 and 1995.
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National Service is after all a unique local experience (with the possible exception

or Taiwan).

Every Singaporean male is duty-bound to serve NS and almost every family has either a brother,
son, relative or friend who h:1s been through, is in, ur will enter this rite of passage. It is
precisely the interestingly 'uninteresting day-in-the-life-of' story locals can identity with that
made it so popular.

I would suggest here that a foreign audience might not have appreciated the qualities of the
movie. The humour, derived from a mishmash of languages and dialects - English, Mandarin,
Malay and Hokkien - is a crucial factor in the movie and an amusing (but accurate)
dramatization of popular slang used by locals (and therefore which only a local can fully grasp).

This linguistic element would be lost in the dubbing or subtitling for foreign viewers. Moreover,
unless one is familiar with the local popular youth culture and the cultural idiosyncracies of the
various stereotypical character genres, the film would be stripped of its meaningful parody
(Roderigues, 1996, p.lS). In this respect, Singaporeans realise that the distinctive language and
images presented in the film dispense an identity which exist only in their context.

Army Daze deals optimistically with cultural assimilation and its beneficent consequences - a
trait characteristic of films made in most Asian countries where cinema is used strategically to
reinforce the myth of a unified nation (Dissanayake, 1992). The camaraderie of the recruits (all

from different races) neatly ties in with the government's promotion of racial tolerance and
nationalism. On the surface, it would thus appear that

V~hat

Singapore's first popular national

film achieved is a confirmation of national values as defined by the government. Its overt
themes are: The solid discipline of the anny; patriotic males going into national service so as to
prepare themselves (when the need arose) to defend and sacrifice themselves for their country;

the incredibie lack of tension or lawlessness in such close quarters among people from different
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races, religions and backgrounds; the good, educated kid who respects and listens to his parents;
the enthusiastic youngster who starts training long before being conscripted; and so on. Army
Daze might be a one-and-a-half-hour promotional campaign that came straight from the

Ministry of Community Development's press oftict:.

However, a closer scrutiny of the themes implicit in the film will yield a different analysis.
Chiang (interview, 1997) uses comedy to mask his criticism of the bureaucratic construction of
a seamless, unified society. His drawing upon of a common experience (ie. national service) has
the intended effect of making viewers recognise the actual harshness of anny life - scenes of
heads being shorn clean, drab uniformity and gruelling drills - interspersed with emotional
personal problems: Krishna faces the threat of losing his girlfriend 3; Kevin's frustration and
loneliness. The latter's effeminate nature is shown to be a stigma, a disgrace against the moral
values of his family and nation, therefore his father wants him to go into the army to "'become a
man". Chiang also touches subtly on the issue of Singaporeans migrating (a topic which has
long concerned the government, worried as they are about a ""brain-drain") - an implicit
criticism of the l.J.igh cost of living and an oppressive political climate which have caused many
of Singapore's brightest talents to leave for other countries, where they can experience a better

quality of life.

It can be argued from a decidedly 11 feel-good 11 film such as this, that commercial movies can,

nonetheless, carry dark undertones. In Army Daze, Chiang conveys effectively, through humour,
the darker side of the national experience. His surreptitious construction of a reality (quite
unlike the grand picture one usually sees in anny advertisements) creates a final douht- that it

3

Because national service lasts for a period of at least two years and recruits usually only get to leave their
camps during the weekends (sometimes not at all), it is difficult to sustain a relationship.
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is possible for five men from such different cultures and backgrounds to ht!comc the best of
friends within a matter of months.

1997 was considered extremely optimistic for local films, as three were made that year. One of
them, The Road Less Traveled (G), was a Mandarin movie which highlights young people's
frustrations as they pursue their artistic dreams -· a field deemed unprofitable (and thus
impractical) in the materialistic society of Singapore which covets the prestige of higher~paying
vocations (Lau, 1997, p.24). Another film, Eric Khoo's second full-length feature, 12 Storeys

(PG) depicts a day in the life of three households in a drab government-subsidised Housing
Development Board (HDB) block4 . More than 70% of Singaporeans live in public housing

which dominate the landscape, so they figure in the lives and consciousness of most of the
population (Whang, 1997, p.50).

Flats began appearmg on the Singapore landscape shortly after the island-state gained
independence in 1965, as a solution to the land shortage. They replaced the wood and attap
houses (kampungs) that were common earlier. While sanitary and electrical facilities in
kampung houses were inadequate, the open-style architecture allowed people to share a
communal bond. This togetherness was lost when the kampungs were demolished and families
were relocated to flats. ln many cases, a feeling of isolation and alienation set in (Rodrigues,
1997, p.38). Only in recent years have the authorities begun to address the image of public
ho,.sing by repainting the buildings. But for the majority, these tenements are still the dull, grey
structures found across the island; furthenmore, the construction of a HDB flat is such that it
shields from prying eyes the dreary lives of families within these boxed-in units.

4

The film's title is taken from the number of floors in a typical HOB block.
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Khoo attempts to show the dark sidl! of II DB living in /2 ,\'toreys:
•

A bride from China is frustrated to di!-icovcr that her husband, Ah Gu, isn't as rkh as he first
claimed, and refuses to sleep with ltim (while engaging in an extramarital affair).

o While Ming's parents go overseas, he has the task of looking uftcr his 'cool' younger
siblings, Tee and Trixie. A nerdy, socially inept and domineering young man, Ming
adJollli':.J1cs his siblings to eat a healthy brcakfUst so as ·•to become more productive" and
frown
e

.. lll Trixie's scanty dressing and jobless boyfriend.

A fat, !G. ·~ly middle-aged spinster, San San, is tormented by her insufferable, cantankerous

old mother and later commits suicide by jumping off her block.

12 Storeys aims to present the dynamics of social interaction amongst the flat-dwellers. and
significantly, the competitive nature of society. At a lift landing, a concerned father persuades a
teacher living on the same storey to tutor his child. A number of scenes are set in a coffee shop blue-collared workers chat over bottles of beer, making insensitive remarks about San San· s
suicide and espousing the superstitious belief that buying lottery numbers of her death-date will
secure a wm.

Presented in English a.nd Mandarin, with smatterings of dialects, the film is insistently topical in
its concerns: For example, the stereotype of the materialistic, conniving China bride is given
much publicity in the local press, and young Singaporeans' Jack of knowledge of their country's
history also gets an airing. No where in the film does Khoo acknowledge the country's
economic success, stern penal code, growth rates or GOP figures (of which the government is
constantly reminding its citizens). Instead, one of his characters, Tee, spouts morbid statistics
about Singapore's high suicide rate and the annual murder count (there were fifty-two murders

in 1995, one a week, which is more than Hong Kong's during the same period). He also makes
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fun of his elder brother, Ming, who wants to be the head of the household, and together with
sister Trixie, chips away at Ming 's authority.

Most Singaporeans grapple with an authoritarian environment on a daily basis, probably the
reason why they support the underdog who rebels against the establishment. It can be argued
that 12 Storeys was popular, both at film festivals and with the local audience, due to its dark,
irreverent look at the lives of Singaporeans in the government's efficiently-made public
housing: its themes are the antithesis to the government's ideological portrayals of a prosperous,
happy, united community. Khoo presents the cracks that have appeared in the country's social
fabric c
cannr

brings the audience into his cl1<1

;crs' habitat to show what statistics and surveys

'Y - the despair of some lives that live within. The film depicts the desperation of

truncated hopes, of families let down by the Singapore dream: material comfort for Ah Gu's
wife, social popularity for Meng, and for San San, a loving husband and children callously
depicted in the 'Happy Family' ads beaming out of her living room television.

Khoo suggests that many of the doctrines promoted by the government are not elixirs
guaranteed to cw·e society's ills. In fact, many problems which exist within the family or
community, arise because of the 'Asian' values which Singaporeans are obliged to practise:
o

Children have to achieve good academic results, otherwise they are useless and the whole
family is shamed- therefore the need for tutors (and lots of extra studying after school).

•

Filial piety is the ultimate doctrine, therefore verbal (and to a limited extent, physical) abuse
by parents is to be naturally endured. The child has to repay their kindness for birth and
upbringing, by taking care of them till they pass away. To do otherwise would be
tantamount to being un-• Asian' and inhumane- one would risk being ostm.cised by society
(not to mention the threat of being legally court-martialled for desertion).
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San San's silent acceptance of the daily verbal abuse inflicted by her elderly mother and her
subsequent suicide seems to sweep aside the notion of family values and filial piety which have
traditionally been upheld as an important Asian value. Government campaigns arc also mocked
in 12 Storeys, like the ones promoting a 'gracious society' and 'Courtesy is a way of life'; or the
"My block is the cleanest" slogan emblazoned on one of the characters' T-shirt. How superficial

these ideologies, how irrelevant to sordid reality as the characters, trapped in their tiny flats,
simmer, than implode.

Films like Mee Pok Man, Bugis Street and 12 Storeys consist of va;ious bleak themes or tales of
social misfits subsisting in Singapore's society that are nothing short of shocking by the
country's standards. They are important in that they oppose the constructed, 'mainstream'
identity offered by the hegemonic powers, challenging the vision the government has
constructed of the stable, unified nation made up of a solitary voice. Instead, this national
cinema shows the dark representations of the existence of fragmented communities and
displaced individuals in a nation- too often obscured or ignored by bureaucratic propaganda.

Although every film is a cultural product (and even the decision to invest in a film is a cultural
decision- an assessment of the state of cultural values as mediated through the marketplace), it
is usually only with certain films and a certain type of cinema that 'culture' becomes a reason

for production when the money runs out: and they are usually the films that speak the voices of
not just the mainstream, but also marginal groups (Nowell-Smith, 1985, p 149).
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CONCLUSION

Film is an amalgam of people - producers, capitalists, stars, directors, distributors, critics,
viewers- and the ft.mctions and structures of institutions that encompass and designate these
people into roles and relationships - studios, banks. theatres, multinationals, audicnct.:s. It
also has to do with relations between and among nations. bctwct.:n the fCw countries that
produce, export. and profit from film and the many countries that primarily import but also
struggle to produce their own films (Buck, 1992, p.IIS). Because wealthy, prolific film
industries like the United States and Hong Kong dominate heavily their respective English
and Chinese language movie market, it is necessary to look at how thi.s domination has
hampered - and continues to hamper - the growth of national film industries such as
Singapore.

Filmmaking involves unique properties of production and distribution. Film production (even
for a relatively inexpensive film) is capital intensive at the point of production. To come up
with just a single master copy of a feature film involves outlays of capital for studio space
and on-location shooting costs, film stock, cameras and camera operators, editors, acting
talents, soundtrack, scriptwriting, special effects and so forth (Montagu, 1964 ). A major
studio may easily spend millions of US dollars for a single film, a venture requmng
financing on such a grand scale filmmakers in few countries can command.

With wide distribution channels, films enjoy great economies of scale. This is especially true
of American films - and to a lesser extent Hong Kong - because of their well-developed
systems of domestic and international distribution and promotion. A single film title,
reproduced in sufficient prints and screened on domestic and international screens, can be

shown to millions of people. The same lilm can be sold at diflCrcnt prices to dirJCrcnt

countril!s, depending on variations in gowrnment policies, per capita incoml!, ami the
structurl' and extent of cinema distribution within C<Juntrics (!luck. I 992, p.ll7 J. ()nee the
costs of production arc recouped. additional showings in cities throughout the world produce
revenues that arl! mostly protit.

Language is a factor which has boostL'd Hollywood and Hong Kong. Besides the US, there
are a number of countries with large movie markets where English is the primary language,
including Canada. Unit,~d Kingdom. Australia and New Zealand. This linguistically defined
market can be extended to further include countries where sizeable proportions of the
population speak English, such as Europe, Philippines. India and Singapore. Conversely,
Asia being the fastest-growing world film market - having surpassed Latin America and
second only to Europe- is the dominant consumer base of Hong Kong films: watched by its
own seven million people, China's significantly huge population, Singapore, Taiwan.
Malaysia; and not withstanding Chinese-descended immigrants from all over the world
(Magnier, 1991).

The availability of large-scale financing for American or Hong Kong films. supported by
their cultural influence and large market, favour their film industry - concurrently, their
•

profitability attracts talent, capital, and opportunities to make more films. The industries'
advanced technology and skill also account for their worldwide box-office appeal. There is
the existing threat that, when locally-made films barely turn a profit or even lose money,
good Singapore filmmakers might tire of searching for finance and leave the country, while
young talents are afraid of the high risks. It would simply become cheaper and easier to
import the films from overseas.
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The success of these dominant sectors thus works against the dcvdopnwnt of industries in
smaller countries. It is exceedingly diflicult for smaller countries such as Singapore to lind
willing

sponsors~

obviously. local hanks and investment compunics would he more atlral'tcd

to lilms that an: likely to make monl'y, bypassing

investm~.:nts

in thc.:ir own national Jilm

industry for foreign films where profit margins arc higher and more predictable.

It has been almost a decade since the government's initiative for the development of the
Singapore film industry in 1990. Finally though, the pace of development is starting to pick

up. A brief summary of Singapore's film track record in the last eight years shows the
industry's slow. but steady progress in recent years. Since Medium Rare in 1991. there were
no local feature films produced until 1994 with BuRi.\· Street. A year later, Eric Khoo's Mee
Pok Man hit the screens. Then in late 1996. Singapore's first successful commercial comedy,
Army Daze. was produced by Cathay Organisation. 1997 saw a sudden spurt in the number of

films as God Or Dog, The Road Less Traveled. and 12 S!oreys were released that year.
Presently in 1998, Forever Fever and Money No EnmJRh have started screening at the
cinemas. At the time of writing this. I have been unable to view the movies due to their very
recent release in Singapore. However, it is important to discuss the substantial impact these
two new local films might have contributed to the industry.

Forever Fever is a nostalgic look at Singapore back in the 70s disco era, the story of a man

who joins a dancing competition 1• Noteworthy of the movie is that even before it graced local
screens, Australian distributor Beyond Films had signed for the rights to release it in

Australia and New Zealand (Tong, 1998). The movie also screened at the Cannes Film

1

The movie has been accused by some critics of being a replica of Saturday Night Fever, put in a Singapore
context. Director Glenn Goei insists that he is actually paying homage to the John Travolta movie by giving the
audience an enjoyable look back at that period ("Goei", 1998).

S5

F~.sti\'al.

when.: US Mirmnax

Film~

executiw.s sa\\' it and .. out of 500 lilms shown there

bought it.s distribution rights for Britain. United States and Canada. The film has also hccn
bought hy nther companics for
N~th~rlands.

South

countries, and will

Afri~.:a.

~listrihution

in (icrmany. Spain, France, Poland, thc

Israel and India. In all, it will hc sccn in ninctccn l(Jrcign

lat~r mak~

an appearance at international film ICstivals such w; Toronto,

Milan and Sundance. The film has made US$3 million from the various deals, about thn:c
times its budget of S$1.5 million, and director Glenn Goci is the first Asian director that
Miramax- known for movies such as The Enxlish Patient and Pulp Fiction- has contracted
to make three movies over the next five years 2 ("Glen Goci", 1998).

lvfoney No Enough is the most recent local tilm to come out on the screens, but it has already

become the third top grossing tilm of all time in Singapore. A Chinese-language comedy
(with smatterings of dialects and other languages). about the materialistic Singaporean's
perpetual search for 'more money'. it earned S$4.79 million in ticket sales as of late June
1998 3 ("Jack Neo", 1998).

One can argue that 'Singapore Cinema' describes two things: firstly, an industrial structurecapital, infrastructure, personnel - producing films for the national and international markets
with a principally Singapore investment in local agencies, talents and labour. Secondly, it
implies a certain Singaporean-ness in the resulting product, something which establishes
these films as meaningfully national. Although the industry is new, hdving made only nine
full-length features sinct: 1991, the most current two movies have doubtless been successful

2

A Forever Fever sequel might be in the deal.
The movie displaced Jura.t'>'ic Park. from its third spot, which grossed S$4.7 million. The Lo5t World is now in
second place with S$6.22 million and Titanic at number one with S$6.42 million ("Jack Nco", 1998).
3

m encouraging tlw g,rowth and morale of the loc<al industry, pavmg the way Jhr the
production of future Singapon:an movies.

It is unthinkable that Singapore lilms would ever he able to compete with say, movies from
the US. It might also he many years hclixc they can

h~:

on par with the quality and popularity

of Hong Kong Chinese films. Furthermore. the recent Asian economic crisis could have an
adverse effect on the future growth of the film industry. I3ut as Hill (1992) observes, national
cinema is worth defending preci.1ely because it is capable of registering the complexities of
life among a nation's members - the potential for the representation of multiculturalism
offered by this media fonn is significant.

tv!c:~lWer,

films can be examined as a way of

understanding the culture from which they emerge and into which they make an intervention.
Eric Khoo (interview, 1998) reiterates that neither money nor censorship is a necessary
impediment to making national cinema: "'If a filmmaker knows that there are limitations, he
can still work within those limitations- and make the film work."

As the different aspects- filmmaking, cinema-going, economics and culture -do not exist in
isolation from each other, a balance needs to be reached between film content and
rr -rketability. But as long as Singaporeans can find a comfortable niche in which their films
have something interesting to say about the social and cultural climate of the country, there
ought to be a market for these creations, both domestic and transnational.
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Appendix I
Interviews

Chiang. Michael. (1997, December). Writer of the book, stageplay, and scriptwriter for the
movie adaptation of Army Duze.

Choo, Meiling. ( 1997, December). Chief Executive Officer of Cathay Movie Organisation.

Goh, Daisy ( 1997, December). Director of the Singapore Economic Development Board
(EDB) Creative Business Programme.

Khoo, Eric. (1998, February). Director of 12 Storeys, Mee Pok Man, Pain.

Lim, Suat Yen. (1998, January). Director of The Road Less Traveled.

Tan, Kenneth. (1998, January). A pioneer member of the Singapore Film Society, he has
been its Chairman since 1984. Also Chairman for the national Arts Resource Panel
for film.

Yeo, George. (1997, August). Minister for Information and the Arts (MIT A). Also BrigadierGeneral of the Singapore Armed Forces.
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BUGIS STREET (RA) 1994
GOD OR DOG

(RA) 1997

12 STOREYS

(PG) 1997

MEE POK MAN

(RA) 1995

ARMY DAZE

(PG) 1996

FOREVER FEVER

.·

(PG)

1998
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Appendix II
Singapore Films D:1ta Sheet ( 1991-1998)

Army Daze (PG), 1996

Comedy. 80 mins
Ong Ken Sen
Michael Chiang (bast:d on the stage play by Michael
Chiang)
Chao Meilecn (Cathay Film Organisation)
Kenny (Kevin Mark Verghcse). Malcolm (Edward Yong),
lohari (Sheikh Haikcl ). Krishna (Ahamcd Azad)

Director
Screenplay
Producer
Cast
Bud~et

S$700.000

Box O.ffice Gross

S$1.6 million

Premise

Five army recntits of different races and backgrounds come together for
compulsory national service. becoming best of friends while undergoing a
litC-changing experience.

Remarks

The tlrst commercial comedy tilm, and also the highest grossmg local
movie then.

Bugis Street (RA), 1994
Arthouse, I 0 I mins
Director
Writer
Cast

Box Office
Premise

Yon Fan
Yon Fan
Hiep Thi Lc, Michael Lam, Benedict Goh, Ernest, Maggie
Lye
Loss (undisclosed amount)
A naive teenage girl moves to Singapore's red-light district and quickly
matures working as a maid in a hotel for transsexual and transvestite
prostitutes.
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Remarks

Picked up f(Jr release in the lJS atier a lilm programmer saw it at the I994
SlFF.

Forever Fever (PG), 1998
Drama I Comedy. 95 mins

Director
Writer
Produced by
Distributor

Glen Goei
Glenn Goei
Tiger Tiger Productions Pte Ltd.
Shaw Organisation (Singapore)
Adrian Pang (Ah Hock), Annabelle Francis (Julie).
Medaline Tan (Mei). Steven Lim (Boon). Pierre Png
(Richard).
S$1.5 million
S$4.85 million - including distribution contracts - as of
June 1998 (still screening at the time of writing).

Cast

Budget
BoX-(!ffice

Premise

A nostalgic look at Singapore during the 70's disco era. when a young man
joins a dancing competition for the prize money, to buy a motorbike.

Remarks

To be distributed in nineteen countries. including Australia. New Zealand,
UK, US, Canada, Germany. Spain, France. Poland. the Netherlands. South
Africa, Israel and India. It has also been screened at the Cannes Film
Festival. and will soon be showing at other international film fetivals such
as Toronto, Milan and Sundance.

God Or Dog (RA), 1997
Drama I Arthouse, 86 Mins

Director
Cast
Written by
Produced by
Budget
Box Office
Premise

Hugo Ng
Hugo Ng (Arthur Sin), Tay Teow Li (Ah Lian). Tammy Chan
(Wendy)
Hugo Ng
Golden Village
S$1 million
Loss (undisclosed amount)
The second screen adaptation of the true story of Adrian Lim, a cult leader
who pretends to have supernatural abilities and preys on the superstitions of

th~.:

vulnerable. lie subsequently rapes, kills. and drinks the blood of' two

young children in an cfli.m to ·retain' his so-L:allcd powers, ami is finally
caught and cxccut~.:d.
Remarks

It was scrcc.:nl·d at the 1997 Singapore lntcrnationall:ilm Fcstival.

Medium Rare (R), 1991
Drama I Thriller
Director
Producer

Tony Yeow

Errol Pang
[)ore Kraus (Daniel Wong). Jamie Marshall (Kathy).
Margaret Chan (Yoke Lin)
S$1.7 million
Loss {undisclosed amount)

('ast

Budget
Box Oflice
Premise

The tirst loose adaptation of the real-JilL: story of Adrian Lim, about a cult
leader who rapes and murders two young children in a bid to achieve
immortality.

Remarks

The lead cast and essential crew members were foreigners.

Mee Pok Ma11 (RA), 1995
Drama I Arthouse
Director
Cast
Budget
Box Office Gross

Eric Khoo
Joe Ng, Michelle Goh
S$100.000
S$400.000

Premise

The tragic love story of a noodle-seller and a world-weary prostitute who
frequents his stall.

Remarb:

Won two special jury prizes at the Singapore International Film Festival,
and screened at more than forty other tilm festivals.

Mouey No Enouglr (l'G), 1998
Comedy
Director
Actor

Jack Nco
Jack Neo, Mark Lee

Box Of/ice Ciross

S$4.79 million as of lute Junto: 199X (still screening at the
time or writing).

Premise

A look at the lives of materialistic Singaporeans
search ti.1r money.

Remarks

The third top grossing film or all time in Singapore at this period.
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tlwir never-ending

The Road Less Travelled (G), 1997

Drama

Director

Lim Suat Yen

Cas/

17oloin Goh (Ah-jie), Chua Li Lian (Shiyun), Belinda Lee
(I~~,!Jh•v? f'hing Weichoon (Youzhong)
S$35t:.c·
Loss (undisdased amount)

Budget
Box Office
Premise

About the anguish and frustrations of four Singaporeans as they strive
towards dreams of making it big in the naticn's small-scale folk-music
industry.

12 Storeys (PG), 1997
Arthouse I Drama, 35mm. I00 mins
Director
Producer

Screenwriters
Cinematographer

Cast
Budget

Box Office

Eric Khoo
Brian l-Iang
Eric Khoo, James Toh
Ho Yoke Weng
Koh Boon Pin (Ming), Jack Neo (Ah Gu), Chuan Yi Fong
(Lili), Lum May Yee (Trixie), Lucilla Teoh (San San)
S$300,000
Profit (undisclosed amount)

Premise

A look at the troubled lives nf three families staying in a governmentsubsidised apartment block.

Remarks

The film screened at the 1997 Singapore International Film Festival where
it won the Critics Prize and the Young Cinema Award. It played at the
Cannes Film Festival to full houses. A distributor picked up the film to be
released in France.
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I. The BoMd of Film Censors {BFC) under the Munstry of
the Ans

·censors

thelltric<~l

lnknmauon

hlms. video tapes and v1deo do;cs

h

lind

al~o Lc~nses

persons who are in the business of eJ<hobrtion. drstnbuuon. produCtiOn and rmpon
of video te~pes/dtscs. The
Ftlms Act 1981
2. The Minisuy of L11w

C<''lSOT~bip

~:~dm!nislets th~

end

hcen~tng

pwvts1ons

Me

contained in the

Copynght Act 1987. ••:hich prov1des

rop~·nght

protection lor ltlms and oth"'r inteUectu"l propeny

3. The Customs and E><cise Dep<ulmem of the M1111S\ry of Fu•<'>nce Rev<.>nue Dt~·ts•on

administers and enfmces the following AcH and Rules pent~mmg to ta~auon on
lihus :

ASEAN Committee on Culture and Information,
Bangkok (COCJ). (1993).

i)

The Cinemlltograph Frlm Hirc Duty Act 1970 (,.,.,. \'l.S5)

The Cinematograph Filn1 Hire Duty Rule5. 1972
tit) The Entertainments Duty Act 1970 (rev 1985)
iv) The Entertainments Duty Rules 1972
v) The Entertainments Duty Order 1985

ii)

"Making Films in ASEAN Countries:
A Guide to Film Legislation, Values and Taboos"
4

The Public Entertainm.,nts Licensing Umt under the Mmistry of Home Atlaus

licemes exr>ibttiun of

Making film in Singapore
Part 1 : On Film Legislation

ft!rn~

in dncmds and pubhc places undet the Pubhc

Entertainments Act. 1970 (rev. 198S).
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,
The imp<>el of films i.. powerful and their influence pervcd,ng
Films. be!;ides
entert.:.ir.ing, imp;:ut v11lues and nornts. Hence, l•lms <ond videotapes ere c4rdully scanhn""'d

for the value!. porttayed in them. Tho~e that portray respect lor law and mder, raClal harmony
«nd trddition<'ll ASEAN values. etc, Me encour<~g~d. unlike those that promote ~x and
pom;:!lraphy. b1zilrre

hlestyles and

undesirable soc'"!

~hilviours,

etc

F.lr.1s that exen

undesirable influence would have their impact reduced by suitable exc1~10m to 1he f1lms and,
in serveu:

Ci!.51:'5,

by a ban on e><hibition and distJibution.
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CD

STANDARD FORMAT FOR VALUES AND TABOOS

[

l
VALUES

TABOOS

ECONOMIC

1. Discipline llmJ work ethic:
productivity: pride in work: strive for e>:.cellence.

'>< l< ·u l-<: l'I.Tl"RA L

Respen racial sensitivitie~ promole and
preserve racial harmony.

Portrayals offending th~ semitivities of any
race:
Arouse resentment or hiltred agi'linst any
race:
Promote chi'IUI:IIH~lic views of i!lny race

2 Uphold stondards of public morality and
decency.

TABOOS

VAlUES

Pomayab that would comnbute to the und ... rmlfling IJI tn.dusmd p.;!<>~e. e g ux c.l ~n.
!>i!lbotage and viulence •n the wozl..place and
indusma\ aetion to r.:!solve dtsputes

I'OLITICAI.

Preserve democracy and maintain good
with neighbour~ng oi!lnd other
counhies
telc.tion~hip

Pornography. ~l'nes of copulation and <:-xphcit

sex acts.

ldeolugies whzch sub~·t!r1 th.: socio·politic.al
lc.bnc. or u.·h1Ch "'I! •mm•.::...I to democri>l.l!:
systems of govemm.:>n!. e g 111.: d.:piCIIOn in
communist propaganda of .:l<!.ss differences
and struggles 1n SOCL.:ty

Perverted se". e.g homosexuality. lesbi<lnism
ilond incesL

G!orilicotlon of hei! love and ~xual pron•iscuit~·
Sympathetic 11eatment of immor<lhiy,

lU~LIGION

cohabitation. adultery and p"rrnissives
3

4

Preserve and p10mote As1an vplues. e.g.

Bizarte of vulgar hie-styles that undo,>rnnne/

l~iai piety. respect for elder.s; care for !he
aged. the s.anctuy of m11rriage: the importance of f1deluy: mora! ir.tegrily in int.::tpersoni!l relatiOn5hips: interests of the
family/society klore one's owns.elf.inh:>reSlS.

erode establi~ho>.J virtues. e fl thc.se of biken
and pu •. ~:~. O~session with th":" occult

Respect lor hie. and lor law and order.

Anti-social bd!c.vtmn. e 9- hooliganism:
vanddlism. juvem!e delinquency. gangsterism
and drug adJKtlon Glonhcallon of violence
such as brutal k1llings. cru~hy and tonure.
Detailed portrayal of bow crime is cotnmi!tcd
and the technique_

I. Uphold and maintain tehgious hormony.

0.:-n~atmg

and

cru~":ising ~y parto.:-ul.li- r.:~.

"'"'

The Straits Times, 6 March 1991, pg. Six (Life Section)
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:: Report• by F.el!X Soh
UNKNOWN. to fi!IJ11 peopw,
the llilaJ dedalo~ OQ whether
•· lllm Ollibt to 114 ~ Ul
DOt made by the .C overnm.eat
but by membert of Slqa-

pore'~

communll)(.

The nine !M!Dbeni at the
Conunl t1H at A weal are &
~oo

at tile commllnl· .

. ty, ~~UC"C))!ale&~ to . '
t... to LlW)'en.
.tduca
They 'are, lD 4>e word~ ot

tbelr c)lalrma~. a llnal
"court" of ap~. 1111• lll.e •

~~~ri. ·s~ Tlzlierl••

g!Jmpee lntol !be .'o1r'OI'k·
ln,qa ot thAI low-p;o11l• com
mfttH, :IU Haua.a Owyani,
aaJd: ''The puel, wlll.cb CIUI
r'ILA,

make the dltf~ IJt' the 1!nal pt'Qduct to be abewn, com-

prlaea a

erou-eKtlon of

IOClety."

.

'"''bere b.a W been quit.

A

IIWDber at oceulo"' wbea the
panel dltfered trom the decl-

doa at the Board at Film Cea.
added ldr OwylUif.
He b.aa beeo · t.11e cha!nna4
ol the coaun!ttee I1Dc:e 1985.
fie lllao ch&ln · the Houal.ili
uul Development Bo&td. I
•• In thl.a aeaae,
t.
aot 100 per cent coatl'Olled by
ibe CoYUUm~at."
·

101'1, ••

ceMOnh.lr

Panel mell!bert r9present
ibe rnalll ethAic coauuuniUes
D Slng&pont. I Tbe)' decide on

tppeall !rom tUm dlat.r1butors
vboee moviel may b.aY9 been
:ut at' buMd
t.lle Board at

b.,

iUm Ceo.aon (BFC) . .

Each Ul appolDt.ed by tbe
.U.U.ter ot l.olormatlon' and

··

C<lowral"" ljllht n.am• o.t lhe
, ...... I I

II II !conttrtlna t1uw &In·
rlo-b.lill ••lahbourhood clnom.u- ~1
(ClomenU),

Ta& Po.,Yoll nd JubU... (Ana
Wo l(lo)- nto olnepluH.
ft.. NW ld 011 lht block.
Goldoll VI l&l• wblch
opeDed li!AII port'l biUHI d·

ill 10 ba.lla, Y W.uo 10,
W&y - Ia U.. moet
w ol lho tUm o~ra·.
By
l)' 1111H, II wtU !lave
u addlUol\&1 20 1\aU. wllh
Ull
l<lcludloa one loe&ltd u~ a lop
no"'
Bahnl ~T el.uloo.
.
· Goldto VUI&i• Ia a.llo ac-

•

-t.a.

u..

Uwly ~loring new &I tea. lu
m&jor lco~>&lder&tloo - and
lhla ...,ma to be ilia ca.N wlih
· lhe ol.lli:r tUm operalora - Ia
''!hat ·~ r.ew cloema muot be

lou ted clou to a public
tra~ ILOUon.

Cinerna-goers
sumdto gain
Wh.l.l will be the Impact ol
lhe prt>Wer atlon ol """' aenar·
atJoa dnemu I
Fer Ot>t. Sina&p<NAn.t w!U '
h.t. .a & wt<ler choice ol both
clnemu &ad tllnu. 'l'lW will
.

~ ~ ':~~ t~ I:;
CUO!Otljln lo tho

rjval· cine- .

aa. I · ·

Clea.rl)', lh& COCI.IWlltl' will .

· ~nd to benen<.

'·

1

. :·

1\erv!oc II U.e wonl -· ciJiom&

'I' ..ua,a.a u.. ~l-oad. ll6r6, lbe
Jnun 10 Ia aelllnJ the treild.
We are forclng othou like
thaw Lnd C£1h.t.y ·to chlnao,
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-'F·a .· m,centives .tO .~oq_st

1

~

.

.• •
1

-.e s -Illm-~a~g md-q~try

S~p:
.

'vit?1 for·Republic's developnient mtQ_a ·m'edia hub>'

I

SlNGA?ORE !li po

,._j

•

.

-

-

•

I

!

IO· be- ·

c<:>me a tow buslnea :mppon ·

c-entre toe- tbe tllm ·

·.'

wllh the Covernme t'll. ID• r.ouncement yeste
Yl tll4t

I
~

I

v~ ture capital 1\utdaJ
tor
Cllm ;1nd media pro
til bent
will be const~ered
wide-

n>1111lnl( tax. I~U

The Ia tnt COill<:ftlajo1rt
noun=i by ~Eco
ve lo~meot eroard,
E:OB .s a lter ol plo
tlves and tralnJng. iJ'll
ta nc11 for film pr
proje<:!l heft'.
LAunching· 1M 3e
Rblt :o.tanagemenc ·
.unc:e In Uw Film
,
EOB chairman Phljlp l Y~
~t tl that the raov1
g

bu•tnesa wu an l

·=

rune

part ol Singapore's I
. lopm~n t !nto a media a
communlc:atlona hub. · ·
~
Apart from ~o l~g a
marketing, t.IL&trtbul onLand
prognmmlng cmtni toq the
Aillan rvg!oo; tbe
pobUc:.
could alao mjoy S9
ttl lD
· other art~u. Tbeae Include
production logatl~ • equi-pment renla!, high d ~om
purer antmatlon. and spedai .
effec:!l stut.llo c:apab tl.es, be
:Wd.
.
·
I

I

The l nt.IUstry wo

1

d · at.o

provide a tu~ boa(t to stn,ofa pore' .s nnandal. lillrall and

I I

1
1

I

Camenl hpe reilllllll .UU..I 3am Bllt ~vt.Dc Ule ..a..ttac tt a_:.., 179m " .-\.ll'1 ;;reu, E:Dcb ';\leU !l" _., 1'3<1~ Dyn.Asry C:ty.
•

denvet.l :rom -~n~ -::~. piUl
09er:lliO"-'. ''flthln . : he
oth~r protes.siQa.a~nlces lunJ
IIJm·mal<lnq :.ector. .
se.::tor. '
.
Ven"'" cnptUl tund :nan-_
E"LaboraUn11 on
tax Inagement .lC!lvltl_es -..tll. .l l3o
centives, · he said t atl the
be
J.bl• to ~nlaY :.he 'fa!ll!T.
SDB 'NU prepared t conald3esldes :he :.:u ~tJve:s.
~r tax'1!Xempt!ons,.
a e.u~:by-case hula, ron capital · he said tha t S lrura~ -VIU
<a!ns and oveneu lllvt~ actlvety ;lromot.lru{ :.he nla.

II

I

•

lng ;1nd devtl<?pment

o(

~

.ltt·•~
J nd
spec Ia ll.aed
:.ec:tnlcal .1klll.ll.

•

~

:op-'{rade ·•Ideo ?roduct!on

;1nd ?OSI·?roductlon· ~c'.lltl~.
· and 3 lllm• or oce ,.lng
He .!aid= "We have :~n open
:1nd :Jnnt :ab<Jntoi-y."
poUC'/ :o ;lttract l ntenta1o~
::ie ~l~ hlll!,llted 100 :hat
~willty ?r<>)ect3, lhe ':lest :aJ.
:-1~ .\nn ?~l:f( e<:!lnlc ...,ould
<nts :1nd .ne !at.e-st te<:!tnol<>~ ln troduc:noc :echnJc:aJ J.k.ll!.s
lin- G.>od ?ro~ ~ ~a
t r:~ ln lnl{ .n !lim, gound .1nd
:noc.k! .10 ::Lt'. 'Ne ~ady have
video :ec.,nolog:• :rom ;ul/.

1

•

And :u :1. ~tJmony :o l.'le
;tOO<I ~ro~ .1 1:1tle, ~tfr '(~
.:thl :ho t ~ntl.:lr.n ?llnu ol
Horu~x on ~~: :-.:>LI ~r.e ol -~ ~~ ?'

;{:~ por::m."J_e ·"?'~·
Ad 3
lleO. ;:. , <13 1/eU ,I . :-econJ.
lnsr ( !>ox Jtllce •ucc~o
Hon ~tk ansr. T:~ lpel· .1nd ::;tn:p.
port ~n,tly.
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CINEMAS tram LJS Angeles to Tokyo may some day shOw
films produced enllrely 1n Singapore - if plans lo promote
lhe local movte producltOn 1ndus1ry work oul. So far, lwo
inlernalionat mov1e moguls have announced plans Ia 1nves1
1n-million-dollar mov1e production studios here.

The Slralls Ttmes Ecoromtc~ Desk puis 111e ~por lighl on
111e movte produc:1on t!Jdu~lry .n me follow1ng arucles.
SHAUH SEOW e~Jmtnes lhe ongnr Jnd dJrK spots whtle
KOH · BEE ANN uncovers 111e o~u s and bears among
Singapore proouc!lon cornpantes.

Tinseltown in Singapore
Local film industry receives boost from foreign movie makers
SINGAPORE, Hollywuo<l or the
East! To many ptopft. the adea
sounds as tm'-'robablt u some ot
lh t fanctluJ movir scnpLS 1ha1 HoJ..
I)-wood blockbusten drt madr of.

U

Such a reactaon 1S noL totally un·
UJ)Kttd h LS true 1h.1r Slncaport
has had ~omr .it.t:Ct.s.k:t • ith <.:ha·
ntse ltlt'-1S10n c.Jnma serials. but

otnerwu.e.

:t

locttl rnov•r procJucuon

inUustry as pnct il::ally non-dutenl.
•

Y~

thel"''!' .ur t h~ ...ho aalk o(

· the- Si~apon ml o~r prOtJucuon In·
dust.ry' s ammef\St (I"O"'- t h potfnll.il.l.
' Tba.s optimLSm c an bt tncf'd to
two rt't:t nt Jnd independent ev~nts.
F lnt, t here wu lht lh.sclosur~ b y
Honckong rycoon ~.1con Ch1u 1n
f'rbruary ol his pl.lns co produce .1n
aver,ag~ of rhrM him) J yrar rn
\' SinJtapore. Thu •..,.,II be 1n C'DRJURC·
tion wtch Mr Ch1u ' s S.SO mrllion TJnjl
Dyn.uty Viii,, I(~ prOJt"C" t' ill Jur:onJt .
Th~ s« onl.l c:" mr r·•·o ... ~Ks l at·

rr .

""'ht!'n l l 11 l(!!! C't'('c hl

C!Jri ( ;roup

ilnnoun t"Nf iliJns to I R\'f"'U in .1
tl~ m&lliun mo'' '~ o;ru\Sio ' " l'uas
Li'C't hi COr~ p l:\ ns re pr')d ucc J bouc
10 &:n Jlll$h I;'!R ;lUJ Rt mO\ 'IU .\ ~·tar,
sr~nrn~r ~A' II h ~1ne ~urn~t

•
:
I.

1

U\P fbUIM

Hor•l ,\ s ,\ ~rtccfrop
Its JtSiflbur ur 1S nonr or~U-r rhan
tnu•n;unm t nt co lossu s WJ r nc-r
ltrolhtrs, wh1c n 1¥ .aLe;o Soa~ld to htl
k~n un eshthhsh•nJ: a lo<.nhottJ here
in lht nt'ar lururt.
Theu m u lta· m•lhon doll;" pro)·
t'Cl5 h,1\'t . hn""t''f"r. l~iltc.l ro •·ra c k
lht Ih ick (~I of sr ~pi !CISM \mOn!f
m~ny pei)plc, rncludlnr IOC":.I ._.,defl
produnrs.
.
The ar sr tprit·t ~ m is not rocJJI}·

::~~~:s ~~~s~~~~~~,· ~~~:~ ~t"~i
.skallttl t e r hmr a l manJHl""·rr .:.nd
rt'JIIiJY·•lYiU I-t blt'

'iUJJIJOrllnJ: l;tc lli·

lit'S.

P:t.\.1100 F'lo.,., ~r - ~l;\rTtn~ Bnwe
Ooxhmol•r ami U.1rb.1r.1 ltersnf'y ""'"' perh3~s tht• C"lnscst SinS:::JfKll'f"

1n r l'f·t•n l "'t'ilrs 1n ncm~t •n ·
fil"' lnr I MIIH'•
AAi iOnOll dlstrrhunnn. Our ~\'L'n thton.
rhc Amrrit·"o su·l"klun•r hrnu s:hf in
moM ol lht.• film C"fC\Io' ~tnd tqulr>m~nt from nvcr~eas.
The que>suon on many mmd!t 1~ .
l ':tmC'

\'MIVtd In :1 ft-tiiUn•

\\ 'h)' hJ\'~ these bist \lo' II{S r; has.en Sin·
""perc 11\'tr thr orhcr more I!'Si a~
lt.¥hetJ mO\' It lll'oc.JUC'IInn ..:'l'nl rt'S \0
the rt.'J:Inn ~urn ,,~ Au:o.u·:tliil , lfnn.s.: ·
kon~ :lni.J T"'"' ;'In ~
.
'
Arc ·ur dlng I n· rh .... L'tt' l'hr r.un
f";rnup antJ Mr \.'hru. thf" Ca c10r~ in

~~:~~~?lt;~·~~~~~·~~;,,~~~)u:~..,:~:~t~~;~~
SOme

mOYit' tJf OIIUC ' IIUn f ;•u-rlllll'~
loc~:.htH\ ,

:.nfl gOOtJ

· F'urther, lhcr t•nult1 u~..• rn~ lh•·
publtc ,11j: ;'\ Spt'IMJ;t~l'll In JM" Rt'•
tr:ut ~· re~rnn.,l lllo'H IU.•t Ol lOI N' ..
th..1n JOO m11hon I"'O fllt:
PC'rhJP' SinJ.;:\ fHII"L' , m u..,r unrttlll'
dtlr.Jt'lhJn h etw hch• t:tvrn nv rht•

l::rnnomrl'
r hrou~h

n.....,.,,,,,mt•nr

nn;, , ,,

ll:ti: IOI'f'RII Y''' 10 ttuo mu.. u•

SBC Ln a.ct1on ..• IOC'adon ochoolln.c m&,\' soun

s t an .

.\

ht ,UHP ''~ I

Thte tilm , h.1 Sc.'tl J n P3 ul Tht rouJc'l
no vel. IS J bout a n .\menriln punjl
in S lnR.li)Ort
01r H"1nr Peter Bordi\nO\'ICh 'i~i>

pan·mtn1stry

poliry oi

mr l lt tl .\ p hORt' )' S)' nOpSIS •11 t h~
$I npt · ltt t h e tht'n Culeu•·r ~Hr..1:.t:·r

in nr• lcr to 'i h""u 1hr tilm hen• 1n
che 1;.1" t!f70s. Thl' (;o"~rnmrnl lot·

er lt!:\rnl lh a t l h(' '" o-hour
\lo' i\S ~ pirt"il

enrour;lR"IRC:

h•..:" ·; ;,hlt!··l •lrlt•tl o'f'llnromw

\lo' llh <: tPa my

~L''t

mont~

o:;(·en..-s

:lnrt nilJ:T:tnl " mtSIRit'rpreiAI\Ill\ .. ,,(
liltt.

_.'iin~;,pnn'

;u.'lh' l•

I I(•S

SI.1RI I.tl t.•f·nnnm•c SJUR· nrts l"a" tl("
l' Xp('Ctttd '" lh~ f1ll'm nl JOh:rr. for
1()(':11 SCfiJII 14TIIl'.-... J)"rfnrmmR" :ir·
II~IE'S, antmal or s . !>'-!I and ('tJ)tum ..
dt"!'CII(ners :anrJ r :r.ml•ramton.
·
Se r onelly . tht> i nr!U.'ilr .• ~·nu l•l

To m:tkC' ma ii L'I'S

.,.,.,,r~:;r.

:.lr

l k·~·

h•'""'

hi1nnr.,l In

boost lhf' lo,·al hllll'l~m intlu!'lr}' ,
thf' •.1oay C;ocOJI!l•.'. Oun~IPt hel!lf'f1
;. u,,rrlli:ln nlltb.,ck .

()ttwr

I~

~t.Jn~o.•

inrlustru•\

rr:un""l •·amt•r:.mt•n trnm

t!':f •

~1:\l,j\' film lntlll~ll"\' llf lh1• 1'.'")~
ha\'1' ·, 1'"''' ouc nlth•;ll. 1' '"1\ \f f'~l · •'

t·nu l• l h<' tlt>~o.·elntl("<l, '\UI'I\ a~ tilni
fii'CJC't'SSIRt( . o)pllt'al ilnd SJit"Cii\1 Cf·
ft'C.'I~ ..:l'Ot'r;lllon . ")ot' l I'UO.. . Il"UC'IItiO ,

t h1 11\l" '\ll ll oH ' II \'t' Al't' o'lnfl)tl)o'•l h\

1t•h.•:t_..,f" pnnt1n,e: ;tntl fJuhhiOJ: f.1 c tli ·

sm.:

IlL~.

.. ~ :.11r. 1 r n1\b · :tl~o u h l ll fl \ltl\'1<'
't!lCII a ~· h~tl' J rt' ~u t i tu .. n;u a:•• "
rnurh ·• ~ f!~ to l11ll .J 1l:t}. · ..,. , .
ll:'lrr.t IU S-:'.\ 1n Hnnjf ...:.an~
.\ n ell ht·t fnn.·•~o:n frltu 1u ·u·ht• •'I
d,~iunrtl tl ,.·:s< .t lmu. . r ·n.·\1 1u 1111

Hu"''f"\'er. lh l' E:'DO '-o eHnns ma ,·
hl- h;un pt•n'fl hy some •ltl.~rades. ,,;.
dohllntt l ht• Ctwernm t•na · .; IOUJ: h
:. r.uul ''" h im •·cn,ur , nll l.
,\II mii\' U' -.4'l l fll.~ .ut• \ t'll t••l Ill
m :. ke .. ur·,• 1h:u l h•' '' tlo "''' th!W"rrd·
11 Sinifapo~u·•· l'h~ .l;llht1t lllt'1\ r:1n hto

.·

.

IU"M tll r•"
h l 'l l'

tUt.

:. lutn h hnt: hh " ·k ' ·' ! h··

t,f 1.1. h:w; 'ith h .b fi:m
•l•"•t1o1nn~ ·'"'' I" IY''''~ '"l! ii\haJI ' " ''
~h•trr.t::,•

~~ n~ M I)Otf' :\ bo1 tw~~ f'll ffif)I" I III<'M

''""

from ...,.til hh.t;;h~l " " '' ,,, 1"-."'"'~
t·i"n ln•!'o ~urh :\s Hun~kun~ .tml Au,..
1r:1h:t H n""'('\.'t' l' . "••mt• tl,tdt f'l·•u • IS
lc,., m u n l h•• hl•t·i tnn.'i nf th 1·11· •rnlu:oo·

l n,•s:

Au:oo t r.lh.t ' ~

fil m

IIHht ~• r'

..c-t·m s tu lx· !\Uih•n nt: lrum t•x•·r...:...
r:•p=tt't ly. J..Orh~ Holncknn c h.1 . . •• •
•·n n tt•ntl \\.ll h ,,_.._ "h•·:un <lr':lln • u:
. rnt u tp:t lu \ll nf I~"" ;
A "'4~o•~• I n l h · · ...:; nl!:• r ~ u··

rn•hl1\l : :·

•' 'fJ>d ro•tl " ' o•r lht· n••xl l o•\1
•IS 1!110\! ll."nt: m~t\'h' !:dt•nl.'
lt•,l\·•· lht• •·nl••n \ .tntl h••.ul thi ..,. \ \:t ,\
:\ II ~,.•ad ~·: \ h J.:no · T... tn t: ""'' ••I

l hlnt:W,,n:: · ~
'- 111 1 I O {)(•

1;-4\< •llrtt•' :·nmt••li:tn~ . '"

:.C••t•n HO 10\'I'SIIni(
ftlm IOolU!'o lf\' ' "'

Ill th1•

r...;n~
pnH h ll 'llttn t·nmp:tn y •·allt•tl
thlltlrl'n _, r,,,, n "''hu h h:• ~ m.ul••
S tnJ,:. q)lll•'

<l\1."''-"
I'A'q

tlh.>i'I ::OI'Io') IOC"IIhl~o.•
l tll' hn11:.1 1 m.\ nj UI\Iol'l

j\tb 51hle

I R ;\ tll'fiii ,1 1C

~ln ca porr

fllrlftt•r·

,·,•:·u·~

tlano\'u: h
' " .tn i nt l'f\ 1 ~"'' 1' 1tn
Pl.1yboy mat::tlln ~· . ·~lu.at ~ d .1h0u1
ht " fMittJ" thr !-i tnt.:"r·''~~'" JU·
thMittt•s Thr f•lm "' ·1S :-.uhse1lut'nt :::

h•r'l ll~hf • n~

\

•· '" I"M·

Gloaled over
fooling au lhorillas

EOB':. rea.snns for mn\'IR:! ' " this
cll n~rtlnn .1ft' •lh\'IOIIS. F'irsl l)' . .sun-

', 1\tnll)'. s up fJOI'IIRS:

part .u:d
.
pa rre l ut

Saini J O\r k , ull t:~)h sn i t\t lr m1n' b.

c ,mmiiiPr was subsP~u~nrl y
lormed hl deo~o.·rtop the indusrry
Aut thr EOB ~~ not rhro.,.,· tn( 11s
doors widt.' o~n to ~''t>ry lilm pro·
lfucrr v.no ,·omrs J·l< nndun~: In·
SINd. 11 sreks onl y l ht> " (l u.llit r
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